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for what is known as voluntary internment.
No man is allowed to starve in Australia,
and it is not the policy, as I understand it,
of the Federal Government, to allow an
enemy subject to starve anywhere in Aus-
tralia. I trust the Bill will be carried.

On motion by Honl. G. J1. G. W. Miles
debate adjourned.

Howse adjurned at 12.40 a.mn. (Thursday).
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The SPEAKER took the Chair at 4-30
p.m., and read prayers.

OBITUARY-Mr. M1. E. JULL.
The PREMIER (Hon. Frank Wilson-

Sussex) (4-35]: Before we proceed with the
business of the House I desire to inform
hon. members that I propose to move that
the House at its rising do adjourn until
5 p.m. to-morrow afternoon. Hon. momn-
hers will have beard in the City this morning
that Since we met yesterday afternoon,
the State has lost one of its most valued
servants in the person of M1r. 31. E. Jull, the
Public Service Commissioner. Mr. Jul],
I greatly regret to say, passed away at an
early hour this morning. The State has
lost a citizen who was always upright and
,conscientious in the discharge of his duties

and one who always took an active part
in anything which was for the benefit or
the advancement of those wvith whom he
came into contact. I am making this in-
timuation, so that hon. members if they
desire, may have the opportunity of paying
a last tribute of respect to the memory of
thb deceased gentleman. The funeral will
leave the Perth railway station at 2-30
p.m. to-morrow and members who wish to
attend may proceed by train at that hour.
It will then be possible for them to attend
the funeral and return by the 3-55 p.m.
train from Karrakatta which will enable
them to reach the House in time to meet
and proceed with business at 5 p.m. in-
stead of 4-30. 1 move-

That the Howse at its rising do adjourn
until 5 p.m. to.morrowt.

Hon. J. SCALDDAX (JBrownhill-Ivanhoe)
[4 -38]:; I desire to second the motion and
to say that on behalf of the Opposition,
and particularly ex-Ministors, we appreciate
the action adopted by the Premier in giving
us, an opportunity of paying a last tribute
to the memory of a much respected public
servant, one who applied practically the
whole of his life to the State, and we, with
the Premier, join in Expressing our sincere
regret at his death.

Question put and passed.

PAPER PRESENTED.

By the Minister for Works: By-laws
adopted by the Fremantle and Southern
Cross 'Municipal Councils.

BILL-RACIXO RESTRICTION.

Read a third time and transmitted to the
Legislative Council.

QUESTION-SEWERAGE CON-
NEC71IONS.

Honl. W. C. AXNGWIIN asked the Minister
for Water supply: 1, What percentage
is charged on goods supplied for house
connections to sewers above cost price of
goods ? 2, What percentage is charged for
office administration on cost of work ?
3, What percentage is charged for super-
vision on cost of work ? 4, What is the total
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percentage added to actual cost of works,
including labour and material 9

The MINISTER FOR WATER SUPPLY
replied: 1, Nothing is charged beyond
the cost to the Department. 15 per cent.
is added to invoice price to recoup the
Department for handling, storage, dis-
tribution, and breakages. The prices
charged by the Department are below the
prices charged by merchants in Perth.
2, 3, and 4, 7k per cent, is charged for
supervision and administration. This is the
total percentage added, apart from actual
expenditure on stores.

QtIESTION-FB.EMANTLE EABBOUR1,
REMOVAL OF OBSTRUCTIONS.

Mr. CARPENTER asked the Premier:
In view of the report of the Royal Comn-
mission on the recent grounding of the
" Ulysses," and the alleged existence of
an uncharted rock as; the cause of such
grounding, what steps, if any, do the
Government propose to take in order to
remove all possible danger to deep-draught
vessels entering or leaving the Fremantle
Harbour?

The PREMIER replied: Steps have
already been taken to definitely locate the
rock, and this, together with dredging
operations to be undertaken shortly at
the mouth of Fremnantle Harbour will still
further improve the entrance to the
harbour.

QUESTION-WATER SUPPLIES,
FENCING IN.

Mir. GRIFFITHS asked the Minister for
Agriculture: 1, Is it possible for the fencing
in of all water supplies with rabbit-proof
fencing to be made compulsory in districts
where the rabbits axe a menace ? 2, If
there is no Act to enforce this, will he ha
the Rabbit Act or the Roads Act amended
to provide for such compulsion?

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE
replied: 1, No ; but everything is being
done to encourage the settlers to fence in
their wvater supplies with rabbit-proof
netting. 2, If the steps being taken do not
prove effective, the question of bringing
forward legislation will be taken into
consideration,

QUESTION-ORCHARD REGISTRA-
TION' TAX.

Afr, E. B. JOHNSTON asked the Min-
ister for Agriculture: 1, How much has,
been raised from the orchard registration
tax since its inception ? 2, In view of the
present adverse circmnstances in regard
to the export of fruit, is it the intention
of the Government to abolish this class of
tax ?3, If not, why not?

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE
replied:- 1, £ 8,709 8s. 6d. 2, The Govern-
ment do not consider this a class tax,
but a necessary provision for providing
means for the protection of the orchardist.
3, Answered by -No. 2.

QUESTION-ROYAL COMMIISSIONS
ON TOUR.

Hon. J. SCADDAN asked the Premier:
1, Is he aware that a Royal Commission
does not possess nor can it be given power
to obtain evidence on oath outside the
State ? 2, If this is so, what importance
can be attached to any evidence collected
by the two Royal Commissions which
are at present in the Easter States ? 3,
Will he issue instructions that they return
at once, thus avoiding any further un-
necessary expenditure ?,,-

The PREMIER replied: 1, Yes. 2, In-
formation gathered by the Commissions in
other States will be useful, even if not given
under oath. The Commissions will acquire
at first hand information on settlement
and development of soil production, and
on the manufacture and marketing of
products, under conditions similar to those
prevailing in Western Australia, Without
such information, any reports by the
Commissions would be deprived of much
of their usefulness to the State. 3. An-
swered by No. 2.

BILL-LAND) ACT AMENDMENT.

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the 6th March.

Mr. UNDERWOOD (Pilbara) [4-57):
This is perhaps the most important Bill that
has been introduced this session, and it is
undoubtedly deplorable that it should be
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left to almost the last day of the session to
consider it. The Bill which deals with
practically the main industry of this State,
is one that is deserving of the best considera-
tion of the House, and seeing that it makes
so many important alterations, it most
undoubtedly should either have been in-
troduced at the beginning of the session or
its consideration should be postponed until
next session. I thought we had some sort
of an understanding that we would only
put through during this particular crisis
measures of urgency, measures which were
necessary to carry on the affairs of State,
but this Bill really alters many of the main
principles of our land administration. I
trust that after the measure has been dis-
cussed some arrangement -will be come to
whereby the essentials contained in it will
be held over and those small matters neces-
sary for the working of the Act may be
passed. The Land Act is ripe for con-
solidation. It has been in existence since
1898, and there are about 15 amendments
to it. I think I said once before in the
House that we would almost pray "Give
us this year our yearly Land Bill." I
think we missed one last year, but that
Government is now in power again and are
coming forward with their yearly Land Bill.
In regard to the existing Land Act, for
convenient working and for the convenience
of those who come under it, this requires
what I would call dissecting. There are
three or four prominent questions in the
Land Act each of which could be put into
an Act by itself. For instance, we have
the conditional purchase leases. That
is one of the questions which stands on its
own, and should be put into an Act by
itself. We have the timber regulations
which should never have been in a Land
Act, and we have the pastoral leases which
could well be put into an Act by them-
selves. Those people holding that kind of
lease should have their Act dealing with
that class of land. But as it is we have
a huge book like this which does not con-
tain all the amendments of the Land Act,
and it is very difficult indeed for anyone
who is even well trained to go through the
amending Acts and find out what they mean.
It will take anyone a good many hours to
read this small Bill we have before us,
because it deals with so many previous
Acts and amending Acts.

The Prenier: You have the notes t&
use.

Air. UNDERWOOD : They do not assist
sufficiently. There are many things in
this Bill that the notes do not relate to at
all. The notes only refer to changes in the
existing Act. But for what is new one has
to go through the old Act to find out as
to where it applies. In going through this
little Bill, I find that there are four or five
big essential principles embodied in it. In
the second clause wec have an alteration
in the method of resumption. The resump-
tion of land is a serious principle, and one
which should be fairly well discussed before,
it is amended. After all, it is always neces-
sarv for the State at various times to resume
land, and in disposing of our land we should
be most careful to see that the resumption
clauses are clear and fair, not only to the
purchaser of the land, but to the State, ther
people who have sold it. We should never
sell land, in my opinion, without clear clauses
in regard to resumption. Then we have
another principle, that of converting lease-
hold into freehold. This is a fairly large,
question, one on which much has been
said, and on which it can be said again.
We have another principle, that of the,
maxiun price of Crown lands. We have
dragged in by the hair of the head, in my
opinion, several clauses relating to returned
soldiers. The question of returned soldiers
is in itself a big one, and one which is de-
serving of at least one sitting of the House
to enable us to consider it. W~e have then
the renewal of pastoral leases, possibly
the biggest financial question that we have,
had before us for some years. I would
point out that these leases will mean in the
future at least £100,000 a year. We are
proposing to deal with them for 30 years,
which gives three million pounds of revenue
and practically no expenditure for collection
or difficulty in getting it.

Mir. S. Stubbs: Do you think it is too
long

Mir. UNDERWOOD: I will come to that
directly. I an just pointing out the attempt
to discuss all these big principles in the
last week of this session of Parliament. It
is not fair, either to members or to the
country. Over and above all those, this
Bill contains the most extraordinary clauses
in regard to the powers given to the Min-
ister. The title really could be " A Bill for

2389'
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an Act to hand over all matters relating
to the price of land and other matters
monetarily concerned with, land to the
Minister." ln other words, Parliament is
to hand a, blank cheque to the Minister
to fix: everything.

The Minister for Works: That %v4ll be
-all right.

Mir. UND)ER WOOD : While we have the
present Minister in office it is all right,
but we have to allow that later on we might
get a member of the I.W.W. in the chair,
-and then things would not be all right.
We find that Clause 2 is repeated to a vcry
great extent. It is impossible to discuss
this Bill without going into the clauses,
although I am 'well aware that on a second
reading speech the general principles only
zshould be dealt with. But I find after
reading the Bill that it is absolutely neces-
sary to go into some details of it in order
-to make good the arguments I intend to
use.

Mr. SPEAKER:± The hon. member
can refer to the clauses, but must not
dissect them.

Mr. UDER WOOD: The point I desire to
make in regard to many of these clauses is to
-show that this this blank cheque I aim
-speaking about is proposed to be given to
the Minister or to the Governor, which
means the same thing. In this particular
,clause it states-

The Governor may make to the lessee,
or any person claiming under him, such
pecuniary compensation as the Minister
in his discretion may recommend.

As soon as a matter gets in to the courts,
we will find it ruled that the word " may "
means " shall," and this clause, in my
opinion, would have the effect of sayig
that when we are resuming under certain
eonditions we shall pay compensation too.
It is a big principle, and one which I coin-
mend to the attention of this House. I
do not intend to go through the whole
of the clauses. It is provided that land
which has been taken in townsites under
the previous Government under leasehold
it is now proposed that the lessees shall
have the power to convert into freehold.,
I do not intend to go into the question
of leasehold as opposed to freehold, but
to point out that there has been no genuine
demand on the part of these leaseholders
for their freehold.

Mr. Thomson: Oh yes, there Mas.
Mr. UNDERWOOD: Thlere has been

a demand from those who desire to speculate
in land, but not from those who desire
to hold land for utility purposes. I contend
that at a time like this at least we should
do those things which are absolutely
urgent, and leave those things which are
controversial and not urgent to some
future time, when we can devote more
time to them. The maniner in which it
is proposed to deal with these leases is
absolutely unfair. It is proposed to capital-
ise the present price of land and then sell
the freehold, leaving out altogether a
provision whereby later on the rent paid
for this can be revised and increased.
Anyone who gets a lease under these
terms as proposed under the Bill, will
be getting a freehold tinder false pretences.
These leases would never have been let
at the present rates had there been in
the minds of members or the Minister an
idea that they were going to be capitalised.
That 1)rice was fixed to the lease which
contained a provision that there should be
a revisal of the rent paid. If we are going
to give the freehold for these leases, then
let us; put the land up and let it be sold
at its value. The leasehold price is not
necessarily the actual value, because pro-
vision has been made for raising the rent,
and to put them under the proposals in this
Bill is simply to give the speculator a gilt
from the State and to give himt the freehold
under false pretences.

Mr. Smith: Would you be in favour of
selling the land in the open market ?

Mr. UJNDERWOOD: I amn not dis-
cussing that point; I arn discussing this
Bill. There are other members who would
be quite prepared to discuss the question of
leasehold versus freehold. I am just point-
ing out that the proposal is absolutely
unfair to the people of the State, because
those who would get their freehold under
that clause would be getting it under false
pretences and would not be paying a
fair thing for it.

Mr. Smith: They would be paying more
than the land is worth to-day.

Mr. UNDERWOOD: If so why do they
take it ? They are not forced to take it.

Mr. Smith: They want to have security
of tenure.
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Mr. UXDERWVOOD: They have security
of tenure-909 years I think it is. That
is longer than most of them would
live, or longer than most of their
descendants would live. There are one
or two other small questions connected
with the Bill. For instance, it is proposed
to reduce the area of pastoral leases in the
South-West from 500 to 100 acres, the
minimum area. That is to say, these leases
can only be taken uip on land which is not
considered fit for agriculture. I should
like the 'Minister, when replying, to tell
the House what possible usc 100 acres of
land unfit for agriculture would be as a
grazing proposition. I want to know what
would be the use of putting 100 acres of
land which is too poor for agriculture to
use as a grazing proposition. It would
be absolutely useless, rabbits could not
be grazed upon it. When talking of
grazing lands 100 acres of poor land would
be absolutely absurd. Of the ordinary
land in the South-Western districts which
is unfit for agriculture, 100 acres would
not maintain two bullocks. I now come
to the question of blank cheques. I desire
to impress upon the House that in Clause
13 it is proposed that the M~inisters shall
be given absolute power to alter leases.
For instance, it is proposed to amend
Section 186 of the principal Act by in-
serting after "all leases applied for during
the year shall" the words "except in
special cases approved by the Minister."
That occurs right through the Bill ; in at
least half the clauses words to the effect,
"1except in special cases approved by the
Minister," occur. Clause 17 reads

If it is proved to the satisfaction of the
Governor that, having regard to the
quality and productiveness of the land-

Which again means the Minister-
The Governor may in his discretion re-
duce the price of such land to not less
than 3s. 9d. per acre.

Again in the next clause:
If it is proved to the satisfaction of

the Governor that the land is infested
with indigenous poison plants - . .-
he may reduce the price of such land to
not less than Is. per acre.

Then again it is provided that the maximum
prices of ordinary C.P. land, exclusive of
the value of improvements, if any, and
survey fees, shall not, " except in special

cases approved by the Governor,' exceed
15s. per acre. I shall not eater into the
question as to whether 15s. is or is not
a fair price for the best agricultural land
we have in the State. That I leave to
other members to discuss. But I must
protest against this continual handing
over to the discretion of the 'Minister what
price is to be paid for our lands. I contend
that Parliament is here to fix at least some
of those prices ;and to hand over, as this
Bill proposes to do, a blank cheque to the
Minister for Lands to do all these things
is I think entirely wrong. This proposal
will be found right through the Bill. Clause
19 of the Bill provides that " in special
cases to be approved by the Minister"
the provisions of the section may be applied
to land within 121 miles of a railway siding.
The main clause itself empowers the M,%in-
ister to reduce the price of land if not within
12j miles of a railway. But where is
the use of doing that when it is immediately
followed by a proviso that the Minister
shall have power to similarly reduce the
price of land within the 12* miles ? If it
is intended to do all these things, let u&
say that the Minister for Lands shall have
power to fix the price of all the land in
Western Australia. To recite the con-
ditions and provisoes is useless verbiage,
waste of paper, and a waste of ink. Another
important alteration in connection with
our land settlement scheme is that of
allowing settlers to take up the land prac-
tically without payment during the first
five years. It is a principle with whioh I
personally agree. It is a good principle,
and one which I think should have been
introduced many years ago. But in the
Bill it refers only to lands to be taken up-
in the future, and not in any way to those
lands already taken up. I should like the,
Minister to consider, and it is worthy of
consideration, what the effect of this will
be on those hundreds of fars which are
to-day on the hands of the Agricultural
Bank. The bank has loaned money on.
those farms and the only way the bank
can be recouped and thus save the money
advanced on them, or some of it, is that
some other settler shall take the land
up. But if it is proposed that we shall
offer better terms for new lands than for
those Agricultural Bank farms, intending
settlers will take up the new land and leave
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the farms on the hands of the Agricultural
Bank, with the result that the State wvill
suffer a serious loss. I commend that
to the earnest consideration of the Minister,
and I think it is a subject which is well
worthy of serious thought. Again, if this
system of non-payment for the first five
years is to be introduced-and I say again
that I thoroughly agree with it-I think
it should be extended to those who are
already on the land and are struggling
under the Industries Assistance Board.
These people to-day are paying interest
on their rents which have been paid on
their account by the Industries Assistance
Board. If the principle is to be introduced
at all, it could be very well extended to
many present settlers.

Mr. Green: It they are over 12,j miles
.from a railway.

Mir. UNI)ERWOOD : Yes, and even
those under 12j- miles. There are many
hard-up settlers close to railways. When
the Bill is analysed it is found that there
are many objections which might be raised.
It is practically impossible to do thorough
justice to this Bill in a few hours of a
closing session. If the Government is
desirous of going on with this Bill they
should, after there have been a few second
reading speeches, adjourn the matter for
two or three days in order to allow members
an opportunity of putting their amendments
on the Notice Paper. As I have already
Laid, the Bill is one which takes a good two
hours to read, let alone to consider.

The Minister for Railways : It has been
bef ore the House for over a week.

Mr. UNDERWOOD: That is a long time,
is it not, in which to give consideration to
a Bill containing several contentious prin-
cip)les ? Land settlement is the greatest
problemn this State has to face ;and we have
had a whole week to consider this important
Bill! And in the meantime we have had
a racing Bill'and two or three other matters
of like description to interrupt our thoughts.
There are clauses in this Bill relating to
returned soldiers. It appears to me that
the drafting has been most loose. If one
runs through this portion of the Bill, it
will be found that the first three paragraphs
are entirely unnecessary. They provide that
the Governor may declare Crown lands
open for selection by persons who have
been on active service ;that lands so set

apart may be improved before selection,
and that the value of improvements may
be included in the price. These para-
graphs are entirely unnecessary. I do not
like to say anything harsh, and would
not like to suggest that the paragraphs have
been put in merely for the purpose of calling
attention to returned soldiers. If reference
is made to Section 71 of the 1906 Act,
as amended by the Act of 1909, it will be
found that any land within a special settle-
mient area may be cleared, drained, or
otherwvise improved by the Minister before.
or after, it is settled. Therefore, it is
apparent that this provision is already
the law. Why, then, the necessity for
putting this paragraph in here ; why waste
ink and verbiage, and the brain power
of the man who put it in?7 Again by
Section 73 of the 1906 Act the Governor
may, if hie thinks fit, declare lands open
for selection under Part V. and VIII. of
the principal Act open to any special class
of selector to the exclusion of all others.
These are powers which are in the Act
to-day. But a previous clause in the Bill
now under consideration, it is proposed
that Section 73 shall be amended to apply
to practically all lands in the State. At
present the section applies only to parts
V. and VIII. This amending Bill proposes
to bring under the operation of the section
all other clasies of land except pastoral.
When there is already that power in the
principal Act it is evidence that those
responsible for the drafting of the Bill
did not go very deeply into the existing
Land Act. It at least shows some very
loose drafting on the part of those who
undertook the work. So much for the Bill.
I should like to say a word or two in regard
to returned soldiers. I do not wish to
weary members by talking about patriotism,
but at the sme time I think I have a right
to speak for the returned soliders. Possibly
I have as many direct relatives at the front
as any man in this House. The position
is this. When our soldiers come back
from the front the great majority of them
will return to those occupations they fol-
lowed before going away. Many of them
come from the land and will go back on
to the land; many others come from
factories and railways and similar occupa-
tions and they will go back into those
Occupations. There will not be a great
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number who will go on the land. Those
who come back maimed or wounded will
not be able to go on the land. And when
we talk of returned soldiers, it must be
remembered that the returned man who
most requires looking after is the man who
is maimed or wounded. It is all very well
to say, "We are going to throw open or
lands and put our returned soldiers on
them." But the crippled man cannot go
on the land, and up to date no provision
has been made for the cripple, and it is the
essential part of our sacred duty to returned
soldiers to look after the injured. Then, as
regards settling returned soldiers on the
land, what have we ? One Proposal is to
put themi to Poultry farming. A certain
number of men can be put into that in-
dustry ;but as soon as the local con-
sumption of poultry and eggs is exceeded
poultry farms are no good. As a means of
employing a considerable number of re-
turned soldiers, poultry farming is not
worth considering. A vecry few poultry
farms wi4ll suffice to supply the local market
of 'Western Australia. Generally as re-
gards settling returned soldiers on the land,
what are the Government doing ? In
this respect also the Bill is a blank cheque.
The only essential provision it contains
is that the Minister may make regulations.
We have no idea what the regulations are
to be. We do know, however, that the
schemie of the present Government is to
open up areas isolated, aw-ay from markets
and from Ports and other people, and to
send the returned soldiers there. No greater
injuryv could be done to the returned soldier.
and no better means of failure could be
devised, than to establish him under such
conditionis. People who propose to treat
the returned soldier in that fashion are
absolutely lacking, I will not say in
good. feeling, but in sense. As regards the
placing of returned soldiers on wheat lands,
we have over 1,000 forfeited farms on the
hands of the State ;and if we can got 1,000
returned soldiers to go on the wheat lands
we shall do very "-eli. I do not think we
shall get 1,000 returned soldiers to do so,
Comning now to closer settlement for returned
soldiers, the proposal is to put them
away on the Falkand River in karri
country, where they will be extremely
isolated, to growv fruit and patatoes. But
there are hundreds of thousands of acres

in the Souhit-West adjacent to existing
railways, which land to all intents and
purposes is unoccupied to-day. Thousands
of acres of such land may be found about
Pinj arra, on to Bridgetown and Donny-
brook and Bunbury. In all those localities.
there is land alongside existing railways
which can be resumned. If the returned
soldier is to be given a chance, and if the
settlement of the South-W~est is to be given
a chance, that is where he ought to be
settled. After those districts are settled,
railwvays can be built to the Falkland River
or to Nornalup Inlet. By settling him in
the districts I have named, we shall be
placing the returned soldier where he will
be in ordinary communication with markets
and w-ithi the City, and where, moreover,
he will be alongside people already engaged
in the industry, and, in fact, people who
have been engaged in that industry for some,
years, and who will be able to givec him a
advice and assistance. Do not let us, for
the purpose of settling the returned soldier
in isolated localities, build new railways and
run the State into the expense of additional
interest and sinking fund, thereby further
increasing the deficit. I speak miost sen-.
ously on this question. Anyone who would
attempt to settle returned soldiers in isolated
localities, in the virgin bush, would he doing
the worst possible thing for the men who
have done so much for us. The most im-
portant part of this Bill, from my point of
v-iew, is the latter part, dealing with pastoral
leases. Here again we find that those who
drafted the Bill seema to know absolutely
nothing of the great pastoral areas. I hav&
said again and again that better classification
is needed before the rents of pastoral.
lands can be fixed. The Bill proposes to hand
over the work of fixing the price to the
Minister for Lands in respect of all pastoral
country. I think it will be allowed that
that, also, is too big a blank cheque for this
Parliament to write, in view of the enormous
value of the pastoral industry to Western
Australia. The Bill does not say that the
Minister shall obtain any classification of
the pastoral lands. The macsure does.
not give even the most meagre details.
The Minister himself, in speaking to the,
question, gave not the slightest information
regarding the pastoral industry, or the
slightest hint of what hie intends to
in regard to fixing rents. The work
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classifying the pastoral areas cannot be
performed by a few surveyors of the Lands
Department. Indeed, that department has
-very few surveyors who have that know-
ledge of the various parts of the State wvhich
would enable them to make a satisfactory
classification. In my opinion, it will be
necessary to have the departmental sur-
veyors assisted by five or six outside men
possessing local knowledge of various parts
of the State. The value of the various
districts cannot be known from simply
passing over them and looking at them.
In order to arrive at the value of country,
one must know wvhat stock it will carry
and what can be done with it, and also
what the country is like in a good season
and what it is like in a drought. Only
men possessed of local knowledge can fur-
nish those data. Not more than one or
two surveyors in the Lands Department
possess information of this kind.- The
Murchison, or Lower Murchison, is practic-
ally a country on its own. Many people
not familiar with it might pass over it and
say that it was not worth 2s. per thousand
acres as a pastoral proposition. But those who
are conversant wvith it know what stock it will
produce. The Gascoyne, again, is a dif-
ferent proposition from the Murchison.
Someone with local knowledge is needed
to classify the Gascoyne country. Then
there are the Ashburton, Roebourne, and
Pilbara districts, reprcsenting still another
class of country which one must know
before one can appraise its value- Lastly,
Kimnberley is a country absolutely apart
from all the rest and entirely different from
all the rest. To know Kimberley one must
pass a few years there, and see it in good
seasons and in bad seasons, judge it after
Tain, and judge it at the end of the dry
season. Such features must be known
before one can gauge the value of pastoral
country. And the proposal under this Bill is
to hand over the whole subject to the Minister
for Lands for the time being, who may
be Don Cameron or Alec. McCallum, but
who wvill most assuredly not be a men
possessing a knowledge of all those different
classes of country. There are very few men
living who possess that knowledge. Kim-
berlcy, again, contains various tracts most
diverse from each other. Portions of
Kimberley I believe to be the best grazing
country on this island continent. Other

portions of K~imberley are so rocky and hilly
as to be of very little value indeed. The
idea of a 'Minister sitting in Perth and
fixing the value of all those lands is simply
an absurdity. Anomalies exist to-day be-
cause there has been no classification.
When I speak of classification, I do not mean
that every particular run can be classified.
Even under the conditions of classification
which I have indicated, there will be anom-
alies, but the anomalies will be far fewer
than those obtaining now. There is no
immediate hurry for dealing with the ques-
tion of Pastoral leases. The Minister has
said that the pastoralists want a renewal
of their leases because they are doubtful
of the security of their tenure. But they
have 12 years to go on with ;and at the
end of those 12 years they have this fact.
that somebody must have the land, no
matter what Government may then be in
powver. The man who is on the land is
just as likely to get it as the men on the
mines at Kalgoorlie were likely to get a
renewval of the gold mining leases.

Mr. Butcher :You would not have all
improvements and development stopped by
the pastoralists in the meantime ? You
would not advocate the hanging up of the
pastoral industry for 10 years?

Mir. UNDERWOOD: I do not think
there is any immediate hurry for this
session. The question is one wvhich should
be gone into fully. When we deal wvith it,
we should deal w-ith it with knowledge,
and not in a haphazard fashion. Many
statements have b)en made to the effect
that financial institutions will not advance
on station properties, and that the pastor-
alists will not continue to improve their
prop)erties, because of want of security
of tenure. Those statements are absolutely
wrong. Something like seven million acres of
land was taken up during last year. Indeed,
during last year more pastoral land was taken
up than in the previous year, a fact which
shows that at least those who accepted the
new leases were not afraid of the security of
tenure. Again, we know beyond the shadow
of doubt that stations are being sold to-day
at better prices than they have brought
in Western Australia before. If one can
sell a station, the buyer must be satisfied
as to the security of tenure. hi fact, I will
undertake to say that if I had a decent
piece of pastoral country I could go to half
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a dozen financial institutions and get an
advance on it to-day.

ML~r. Butcher: You cannot do anything
of the kind.

Mr. TJXDERWVOOD: Just recently
the Roy 'Hill station was supposed to
have been sold for £80,000. W~ho was
financing that ?

Mr. Butcher : It was not sold&
MNr. 1INDERWVOO]) But it could

have been sold. Who was financing it ?
Why the financial institutions, of course.
The hon. member knows that the financial
institutions are financing to-day as much
as they ever did, anid people are buying
stations at higher prices than over before
in Western Australia. But, allowing as
correct the proposition that they cannot
get financed, the holcier still have 1.2 years
to go. Tt would be better to bring forward
a proper Bill, even if one or two pastoral-
ists cannot get finaniced. The question is
infinitely more important to the State
then to one or two pastoralists. Those
who hold their land and have their stations
will be as secure next year as they are
this year. The main proposal in this part
of the Bill is Likely to be absolutely in-
operative. Subclause 4 of Clause 26 reads
as follows:

Any lessee holding a pastoral lease
granted under the provisions of Part X.
of the principal Act may at any time
within. two years from the comm-ence-
mient of this Act apply for leave to
surrender such lease, and for a new lease
uinder this section. On such application
being approved, a new lease shall be
issued accordingly, and in the meantime
pending the issue of the new lease, rent
shall be payable by the lessee from the
date of such approval at double the
rent reserved by the surrendered lease,
subject to adjustment so soon as the
rent to lie reserved by the new lease is
determined by the Governor.

It is proposed that the pastoraList may come
in under the Act by paying double rent.
After he comes in at double rent his rent
shall be fixed for him. Can we imiagine
a man agreeing to this ? It is only natural
that the Minister will fix the rent at double
the old rent, if not something still higher.
Another point, in the Bill : the pastoraLists
of Kimberley hold leases under the condition
that if they stock those leases they shall

have a reduction of 5s. per thousand
acres, Nominally they pay l0s. per thou-
sand, which is reduced by stocking to-
5s. The Bill proposes to abolish that
condition. Those who have held their-
leases shall go on under that condition
until the expiration of the leases in 1.928,
paying 5s. per thousand acres. The old
lessee coining in will pay double the price.
or 20s. per thousand, actually 15s. per
thousand more than he is paying to-day.
And for this he gets the right of renewal
until 1948. Suppose he did not come under,.
what would happen 7 The department
would classify the land and put a price on
it, and he could then come in under that
price. Are we to imagine that pastoral-
ists will pay £1 per thousand acres on a 10-
or 1.2 years ]ease for land which they are-
now getting at 5s. per thousand acres ?
I propose to the Minister that he drop this
part of the Bill. If he has any fear what-
ever that the security of tenure is not
right, he can put in the Bill a clause pro-
viding that at the expiration of a lease in
1928, the then holder shall have the right
of renewal under conditions provided by
the departmient, or by Parliament. That
gives security of tenure and would give
us time to get our classifiers out and fix
it up on a basis fair to 1b0th the squatter
and the people. There are those who
htold good land, possibly worth it, or
even £E2 per thousand acres, arid there
are others who are paying 10s. per thousand
for land which in mTy opinion is worth not
more than 10s. What position wvill those
men be in if we lay it down that every
leaseholder wanting a renewal must offer
to pay double rent until he is classified ?-
and once he has volunteered to pay double
rent it is going to be classified at double.
Suppose he cannot afford to pay £1 per
thousand acres, what is to become of him ?
Has he no security of tenure ? The men
who to-day are paying top price for poor,
land are as much entitled to security of
tenure as are those who have better land
for which they can afford to pay £2 per
thousand acres, This question should un-
doubtedly be deferred until we have better
knowledge of the pastoral lands, uiutl by
means of a classification this House is in,
possession of information which it should
have before it legislates. rmele is no.
danger whatever in regard to the present
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leaseholders. If it is thought that there is
a danger, we can make provision for renewal
of their [ewses. WThen we are dealing with
this-the biggest question we have had
before use for a long time-we should
endeavour to deal wvith it in a practical
manner, and should not attempt to deal
with it until the fullest information is
piaced before us. The pastoralists are
prepared to pay considerably more than
they are paying at present. The pastoral-
1st has opened uip settlement throughout
Australia. No matter what we may say
about the squatter, it is him that other
industries have followed. He is the ab-
solute pioneer. The money we collect
from pastoral leases is collected at prac-
tically no cost whatever. We have no
pastoral development Act and no ex-
penditure on behalf of the squatter. What
we get from those pastoral lenses is ab-
solute profit to the State. We require
to give the pastoralists a fair deal. Many
of them have done well ;we want them to
do well in the future, but we want them to
pay something like a fair thing for the
benefit they received from the lands they
occupy. ]. trust the Minister will defer
this part of the Bill-putting in the clause
I have suggested, if hie thinks it wvise-
until we have before us information that
will enable us to consider the w~hole question
in a practical manner.

M.r. WVILLMOTT (Nelson) [5-40]: The
Bill is vital to us as a party. More than
that, it is vital to the 'State. I. wish to
congratulate the Minister on having brought
down the bill. It was anl excellent idea
to bring dowvn also the sections of the
principal Act affected by the Bill, in order
to enable beol. members to go through the
Bill clause by clause and see its effect on
the principal Act. Anyone who has en.
deavoured to master the ]land Act of
1898 and its many amendments must be

of opinion that it is too big to grasp. The
very men who aire admninistering it are not
fully conversant with the Act and its
amiendinents. I have had some 19 years
experiene of that Act and its amendments,
and a greater tangle one need not fear
to see. rhe Minister says the motto of
Western Australia should be "Produce."
I agree with him, but we must help) people
to produce under decent conditions. It is
of no use sending people out and saying

to them " Produce," unless we help them
to produce under conditions in which they
and their families can live decently. Un-
less we do something better, the pro-
ducers will lose heart as well as cash, and
flock into the towns. bI Australia to-day
we have a fearful example of huge cities
being built up whilst the outer country
remains bare of population. The redaction
of the maximum price to 15s. per acre
is wise. The remark of the Minister that
the land uninhabited and not producing
is worthless to the State is a simple truth.
What value is there in 624 million acres
in its natural state ? If wye do not settle
that country and bring it into productivity,
we might as well be without it. The land
in itself is of no value whatever. The
question of the minimurn price of Is. for
poison land is a step in the right direction.
One of the great problems that the Minister
has to face is the successful settling of our
poison lands. This we know that in the
SouthA-11est and eastern districts from
Kulikupp and Ditminup 'we have a tract of
country covered with box and heartleaf
and other poison and the only way to
deal with the country is to allow it to go
at the lowest possible price making it
imperative for the person taking it up to
eradicate the poison. Unfortunately in
the past we have placed people on poison
land in the areas I have mentioned who
have not been conv-ersant with the necessity
for eradicating the poison before stocking.
It has been pointed out to me by new
settlers in years gone by "as beautiful
fodder-the York road poisonl in bloomi-
stock could not help doing 'well in country
like that." I have said, "If you stock_
that country it will land you in the bank-
ruptcy couirt." One individual landed in
this country and despite anything I could
do to prevent him took uip poison land. He
bought dairy cowvs, horses and a fewv stud
sheep and in twelve months he had lost
the lot simply because he would not takeo
my advice and the advice of other people
acquainted with the country. He stated
to me that hie had been put on to this
land in England at the Agent General's
office. I hope such was not the case; if
it'was it is a crying shame that this man
was sent out on such false information but
I have grave doubts that this was the case.
It is during the first five years that the
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farmer requires every penny he can get,
therefore the exemption for the first five
years from rent is a wise one. The clause
of the Bill dealing with the question of
enabling the freehold of land to be obtained
naturally has my support. I say to myself
that the way to interest a man on the
land is to give hint an opportunity of
obtaining his freehold so that when he sits
down at night he can say, " I am sitting
on my own block and no one can take it
fromn me." The scttlenment of returned
soldiers is occupying the attention of not
only one Minister but more. I understand
at the present time two Ministers are con-
cerned in the settlement of these men
and everything th~at can be done should be
done to make the scheme a success. The
C:overmunent should sea that the best men
are made available on the land hoards and
as officers of the Agricultural Bank. The
mnem-ber for Pilbara stated that it -would
be disastrous to put men. medically vii uit
on the land. I take it that is not the in-
tention of the (Joveramnent. As a, memiber
of the War Council those men who come to
us for assistance are at once asked are you
sound in wind and limb. We send them
straightaway to a medical board to be
-examined and if the board reports favour-
ably we hell) themf and if the board reports
that the men are not physically fit to go
on the land, as far as we are concerned
we say keep) oif it and I take it that that
advice has been followed. 'I'heose returned
men who have lost limbs, I take it, the
(ommuonwealth will deal with. At the
present time the Commonwealth is dealing
-with them making use of hospitals and con-
valescent homes and it is intended in the
future to, if necessary, build hom-es for these
people. \Thcre is it intended to settle
the bulk of these returned soldiers ? I
trust in the South-West and when I say
the Sooth-West I mean not only the country
in the far South-West corner but in the
-country south. of the M1urchison. We are
told to-day that there are a thousand farms
vacant and I would be sorry indeed to put
any friends of midne on those farms. Why
are they vacant ? Because fifty per cent.
of them as farming prepositions are useless.
A mistake was made in the past but it
should not be perpetuated. 'There are
many farms, I daresay five hundred,
suitable but what is that when we think

that we were swallowing ten thousand
people a year. We should surely be in a
position to take at least that number per
annum in the future and if we have Alin-
isters in charge of our Lands Department.
our Agricultural Department and our De-
partment of Industries who are ft to hold
those positions we need have no fear in
handling twice that number of people.
We have suitable land to place them Qn,
all it requires is decent organisation of the
various departments. We frequently hear
WVestcrn Australia spoken of in the most
disparaging way as a fanning ~ountry.
Why, goodness knows. In a country that
has 6324 million acres is it not exceedingly
probable that there muast be a certain
number of acres3 unsuitable for farming?
I say that seine of the farms that people
have been put on in the past are unsuitable
for farming. Hon. mom-bers may not he
aware of the fact, the increase of land
under crop in Wlestern Australia has been
400 per cent. in nine years. 'Western
Australia has mere land under crop accord-
ing to popunlation than any other State
in the Commonwealth except South
Australia. Western Austr alia pro duces over
18 million bushels of wheat and Western
.Australia stands only second to Tasmania
in the average yield of potatoes. It may
be of interest to menmbers to know that
the average is 3-06 tons in Western Aus-
tmal ia against 3 -25 tens in Tasmania, so that
we run them very closely.

.Mr. Green: How many acres have we
Mfr. WILLMOTT:- Our production is

twice that of 'Now South WVales and greater
than that of South Austraila, but of course
Victoria and Tasmasnia stand away beyond
Us.

Mr. Green:- I do not think we have 500
acres.

Mr. WILLLMOTT: Our production is 46
tons per thousand of the populatierr. West-
era Australia produces more hay in propor-
tion to the population than any other
State but, unfortunately, when we come
to green fodder crops we find a lamentable
falling off. There is a steady increase but
very small. The only -way to increase this
necessary crop is to open up our South-
West and until we open up our South
West and increase the green fodder the
dairying industry will remain at a stand-
still.
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Mfir Thomson; Not necessarily.

Mr. WILLMOTT: I say absolutely you
cannot dairy on bran, pollard, and chaff.
The people who have tried it wvill tell you
that what I have said is correct, yon are
courting disaster. You cannot make butter
on bran and pollard and make it pay. We
have 800,000 heay of cattle, a miserable
number considering the huge area of beauti-
ful pastoral land that we have. We have
about 28,000 dairy cows and how many of
them are dairied ? There are very few
people in the State who are dairying;
they milk the cows. I remember introducing
a deputation to the Minister for Lands
and the members of that deputation ad-
mitted that they were not dairying in the
true sense but were milking cows when it
stited them. With the drop in the fruit
market many people on our South-West
lands, will turn their attention to dairying
and if they do they %v'ill find a very fair living
is to be made. I say at once it is a man-
otonous living. I put in a fewv years at
dairying and .[ found that a more mnonot-
onous life than dairying it is hard to follow.
But if people cannot make a living in an
easier way they have to carry on dairying.
There are 20,000 acres of orchard land in
the State and half that area is productive,
the result in cash to the grower heing
£200,000. This industry will surely assume
a first place with us when we have 20,000
acres in tull bearing and let me say that
WVestern Australia as a fruit p~rodulcer is
second to none. I say we shall leave
Tasmania absolutely behind in the race.

Mr. Foley: This Bill does not deal with
that.

Mr. WILLMOTT: It does. We have
to point out why we wish to place people on
the land, to show what it will produce and I
am proving that it will produce. As to
the classification of leases in the North.
West I have advocated this in this Chamber
on many occasions%. It takes a long9 time
but if carried out carefully it will amply
repay the State.

Mr. Foley : What about the other portions
of the State?

Mr.AVILLMOTT: They can be dealt with
later. The other portion of the State with
the exception in the far South-West and
the Eucla country we need not trouble
about. They have no security of tenure.

People can select on the land any time they
like.

Mr. Foley:; What about the Central?

Mr. WILLMOTT: The North-W~est and
the Gascoyne should be classified. The
squatter wants security of tenure and for
the life of me I cannot see any objection to
it. It will enable the squatter to obtain
advances from financial institutions and
despite what the member for Pilbara said
they cannot obtain advances, at any rate
as readily as they would if they had security
of tenure. Then again in this Bill there is
a most important clause as to pastoral
areas. It will produce more than a
million of money in ten years, and the
State will benefit to this amount if
the Bill is passed. We will get a
million of money from the squatters in the
extra rents which they will pay. But the
main clause that appeals to me is the stock-
ing clause. This %Fast territory which we
have is useless unless it is stocked. I have
already stated that we have a paltry 800,000
head of cattle. What is that when we think
of the Kimberleys, the North-West, the
Gascoyne, and the Murchison ? Why, it
makes one almost weep to th -ink that we
have only such a limited number in such
huge areas, and only 5 million sheep.
Vestey's at Port Darwin are killing 800
bullocks a day. For how long could we
supply the freezing works at Wyndham
if we were supplying them with bullocks
at that rate daily ? I take it these works
will deal with any number up to 500 bul-
locks a day, but if we have only 800,000
head of cattle it will not take any length of
time to absorb that number.

Mr. Foley: You will not increase the
number by altering the central area.

Mr. WILLMOTT : Anything that can be
done to increase it should be done, and the
stocking clause of the Bill is one of the best
ways to bring about the increase.

Mr. Foley :If they stock in the North-
West they will pay only half rent so that,
you will not get the revenue you expect.

Mr. WILLMOTT: If the hon. member
will read the Bill he will find that it is
proposed to take the section dealing with
that out of the old Act. There -will be a
rush to the Lands Department to register
under the new Bill.

Mr. Foley: And pay double rent?
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Mr. WVILLMOTT: Yes, and pay double
Tent. From information obtained from
thoem who have been there I understand that
the whole of the Kimberleys are good for
cattle, while East Kimnberley stands alone.
The herbage is sweet and is suitable for
sheep, and if water is obtained that par-
ticular territory can carry one sheep to
two acres. XWhen we think of the enormous
territory we have there, and when we have
information like this from people who have
spent years there, all I can say is that it
is a disgrace that we can only boast of a
total of five million sheep. Even if the
country only carried one sheep to five acres.
there is not a squatter who will object to
paying £3 a thousand, for such land, which,
tinder the Bill, is the maximumn. I think,
however, that that as a maxilut is not
enou~gh. I would increase that figure so as to
allow the classifiers to have a greater scope
to differentiate between our best pastoral
country and oar worst. This country at the
present time is far away from civilisation.

Mr. Underwood: What you call civil-
isation.

Mr. WVILLMOTT: The lion. member is
one of few who have been there, and hie
will agree with me when I say that at the
present time these people, with all their
rich land, through lack of facilities, have
no0 inducement to stock the country as it
should be stocked. We want to see that
country stocked up to the hilt, and we want
to see it improved and water conserved,
because we are spending something like
half a million of money on freezing works
at Wyndham. When these works are
completed they will raise the value of the
pastoral areas. We cannot calculate the
benefit the works will be to the people in
the far North. Only those in tho trade
can have any idea. The North West is
highly improved, and even with the prices
a fixed in the Bill, there is not sufficient
scope for the classifier. Coming to the
Gascoyne country, with which I am well
acquainted, we must take into con-
sideration distances from port. If we
are running a station 300 miles inland, it
is not profitable business becaumo of the
distance one has to cart. I have carted
wool fromt Mount Augustus to the coast,
a distance of 200 miles, and I can assure
hon. members that it never was a merry
picnic. I have been months on the road

in time of drought and lost every bullock
and had to clear out on foot, while at other
times the bullocks have been bogged up to
their bellies, and the waggons have been
out of sight to the axles. I am sure that
90 per cent. of the pastoral lessees would
be prepared to pay extra rent to-day.

Mr. E. B. Johnston: For an extra
20 years' tenure.

'Mr. WILL-MOTT: Of course. There
must be a quid pro quo. One cannot take
a million pounds out of the pockets of the
people in this way inicas we given them
something for it. Then, when they stock
the country the State will benefit by it.
'The Bill will require to be slightly altered
in Commuittee. I have noticed several
clauses that are conflicting. There seems
to me to be a certain overlapping between
the various Departments, but that can be
attended to in Coinittee. So far as the
Wyndham works are concerned they are
going to have a great effect on the Kim-
berley country, and, when we learn that
Vestey Bros. at Port Darwin are killing
800 bullocks daily, I want to impress the
fact upon hon. members that our small
herd of 800,000 is totally inadequate to
keep going works such as those which are
being built at Wyndham to-day. I know
that to-day it is only possible to get rid of
the fats.

Mr. Underwood; You cannot get rid
even of them.

Mr. WILLMOTT: No, because it is
not possible to ship late in the season.
The works at Wyndham will enable squat-
ters to get rid of cattle which to-day they
cannot dispose of at any price.

M~r. Underwood :We want works at
Derby as well.

Mr. WILLMNOTT: I have stated in this
Chamber that I think we want them at
B~roome.

Mr. Holman: You said just now that we
could not keep the Wyndhiam. works going.

Mr. WILLMOTI : Ve must stock the
country, and we must not leave the matter
of the pastoral leases in abeyance. The
member for Pilbara (Mr. Underwood), and
the member for Roebourne (Mr. Butcher)
can give the House valuable information,
and between us we should be able to make
the Bill such that it will prove ol great
value to the State. I support the second
reading.
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Mr. Underwood: T.ho Bill wants re-
drafting.

Sitting~f suspended from 6.10 to 7- 30 pm.

IMr. GRIFFITHS (York) [7-30]: It is
with a great deal of pleasure that I address
myself to the second reading of this Bill,
pleasure in the prospect of the realisation
of many of those objects which we set out
to obtain as a party wvhen we first became
a political entity in the country. Before
addressing myself particularly to the insa-
sure, I would like to congratulate the
Minister in charge of the Bill upon the
material help he has given to myself and
other country members by placing such a
fine explanation as he has before them,
and in placing the sections of the principal
Act affected by the Land Act Amendment
Bill before them. It has made things
very nmobh clearer to us and has made an
understanding of the various amendments
in the Bill very much easier to us. At the
same time, I would endorse what other
speakers have said in regard to the parent
Act itself. Here we find some 26 clauses
which require 15 pages of closely typed
foolscap to explain. If it requires all this
to explain 26 clauses of this Bill, if we were
to apply the same system to the old Act
it wvould be very big business, I am afraid.
I can only echo the pious wish of the mem-
ber for Boulder (Hon. P. Collier) that the
time mnay not be long distant when the Act
will be brought into line with the 'Mining
Act and consolidated. In looking through
the Bill after listening to the remarks of
the member for Pilbara (Mr. Underwood) I
must say that I agree with him that the
importance of this Bill is greater than that
of any other Bill we have had before the
House this session. 1 do, however, entirely
disagree with him that it should be post-
poned. I am satisfied that a matter which
affects the future development and the
increase in the production of this country
is of paramount importance and should
not be laid aside in order that it may be
brought up at a later date. It is a recog-
nised principle in the commercial develop-
inent of any country that the Government
of that country shall pay particular attention
to thod surroundings of the districts from
which the exports of the country come. I
congratulate the Minister upon what I

consider is the broad stand he took in re-
gard to the Bill. He has put away the party
fetish and has tried to look at it from the
standpoint of the nation. If I might say
so, I think we have been living in a fool's
paradise and have been spending more than
we have been getting, and that the time
has come when we must overtake the
leeway by increased production. Anyone
regarding the State from the point of view
of the nation must take up this stand in
in regard to the Bill. The idea of post-
poning it on account of lack of time in which
to deal isith it, I entirely disagree with.
There has no doubt been a great deal of
time wvasted in the House during the past.
session, but now that we have got passed a
lot of those measures wvhich have caused
so much heated debate in this Chamber,
in the leisured calm which has followed we,
should do very well to carefully consider this
matter. In an important measure like
this it is wvise that we should go thoroughly
into it and I totally disagree wvith the idea
of postponing it. . see from the measure
that there are some 14 or 15 machinery
clauses in it. The outstanding feature Of
the Bill is that of repatriation, It has
been said by one lion. member that this is
already provided for under the Act.
Though wc are not apt to look upon Europe
as being a great country from the agricul-
tural point of view, the argicultural in-
dustry after all is the greatest industry of
that part of the world. We knowv that Europe.
imports vast quantities of agricultural pro-
duce and we are apt to lose sight of the fact
that Europe produces not only large quanti-
ties of these products, but of the more
valuable ones. If we take the encourage-
mecnt that is given by continental nations.
to agriculture, and look for instance at
Denmark, we will find that there is most
rigid governmental inspection made in
connection with the exports of the country.
Bacon and dairy products are paid par-
ticular attention to by that country so as-
to secure and maintain the highest possible
price. In Germany it is maintained by
its tariff. Greater provision is made for-
this industry than is mnade in regard to the
products of the factories, even to the preju-
dice of tile millions of industrial workers. In
France agriculture is assisted by cheap
and abumdant credit, whilst in other con-
tinental nations cheap and abundant credit,
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is secured mostly by co-operation amongst
the farmers and with the help and sympathy
of the Government. In considering this
land question we want to look at it from the
point of view that it is not a charitable bus-
iness at all, to assist these early settlers
to make the best of their blocks of land,
but that it is a national policy to do so-
In regard to the repatriation of these
soldiers of ours, I think it would be well
if we tried to realise what is being done
by other parts of the world. We find on
turning to other colonies or States in the
British Empire that Queensland is prepared
to put a mdllion acres of land at the disposal
of any scheme 'that may be brought for-
ward. In New South Wales they have
offered 1,000 farms in the Yanko settle-
ment. It has been mentioned that no
provision is being made here in regard to
industries for our soldiers who are unable to
go on ihe land. In Victoria this has not
been the case. N~ew industries have been
started there and in addition to the irriga-
tion portions of the State in the North
of Victoria which have been made available,
there are other developments being made in
the direction of fitting up our men when
they come back. Tasmania has offered
300 farms and orchards. In New Zealand
87,000 acres have been thrown open and
400,000 acres of additional reserves. In
Rhodesia I believe 300,000 acres of land have
been placed at the disposal of the Imperial
Committee, and in lBritish East Africa similar
provision is being made to bring our soldiers
back on the land in that war., It is not the
neighbouring States that we have to fear
in the way of rivalry. After the war is
over there is going to be a big demand for
the returned soldier. Let us take w-hat
is being done in Canada. The member for
Bunbury (Mr. Thomas) placed before us
the wonderful xwork that is being done
in that part of the Empire by the farmers.
I would say in that connection that Com-
missions in any quantity have been making
inquiries in Canada, and in Ontario there
have been two Con-uissions.

.Mr. Underwood : We have two here.
M1r. G"RIFFITHS: These Commissions

are doing good work. At any rate, the
Agricultural Commission is doing good
work. Let us take British Columbia where
they have not only made land grants for
thle returned soldiers but they' have arranged

for farms to be provided so that group settle.
mnent may be brought into being. In other
sections or branches of the community
there is a demonstration fairm on an or-
ganised p lan, and there are also general
organisations provided in the shape of
a general store, public hall, carpenter's
shop, blacksmith's shop, and schools for
the children of returned soldiers. On
other allotments the stun of 500,000 dollars
is being paid for drainage and clearing
expenses at a cheap rate of interest, and
further land will also be available where
special machinery, horses, housing accom-
mnodation and the necessaries of life will
be provided. In another part of Canada
they are preparing farms containing a
house and barns, 2,500 miles of wire fencing
are being erected at a cost of 412,000 dollars,
1,000 wells are being sunk at a cost of
300,000 dollars. These farms comprise
200,000 acres which are well cultivated,
the total expenditure running into several
millions of dollars. They are making a
big bid in Canada for our returned soldiers.
They have gone systematically to work,
and I am sure they are going to get a big
proportion of the men who return from the
front. Something was said in regard to
Rloyal Commnissions. I consider that the
Connissioni which has been appointed to
inquire into the agricultural industry is'
working earnestly and well.

Mr. Underwood : And spending mnoney
as freely as any I have ever come across.

'Mr. C;RIFFTT-TS: It is probably one
of the best Commissions we have ever had
in the State. Hon. gentlemen chide about
the expenditure.

Mr. Underwood:- Oh, no. We do not
realise what they can drink.

Mlr. GRIFFITHIS: We do not realise
what is meant by this inquiry on the part
of the Royal Commission.

Mr. Underwood :Or the capacity of their
thirst.

Mr. GRIFFITHS : Let me tell the hon.
member, who has so rudely interrupted,
that so far as this Royal Commnission is
concerned, it is one of the best we have ever
had in this State. Seine outcry has been
made about the Royal Commission which
has gone to the Eastern States in regard to
the money which has been spent by them.
There have been other countries in the
world in which the farming industry has
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*been down and out just as uch as in
Western Australia. fin North America in
1910 farmers were to all intents and pur-
poses down and out. They had been
induced to go on the land with inadequate
resources and limited knowledge. That.
sort of thing has prevailed in Western Aus-
tralia.

Mr. Underwood: This Coymmission. will
supply some knowledge.

Mr. GRIFFIETHS : They have the
knowledge all right. Canadian Commis-
sions have largely been responsible for the
state of affairs under which the Canadian
farmers have so nobly responded to the
call of the Empire. They have been
enabled to play their part in this war so
far as increased production is concerned, and
an far as helping the Empire in its hour of
difficulty is concerned.

Mr. Underwood: They did not put up
mucth of a record at the front.

Mr. GRIFFITHS: The member for
lBunbury (Mr. Thomias) read out a re-
markable record of Canada, showing that
that country, which in the twelve months
preceding the war had a balance of 20
millions of imports over exports, daring
the year following the outbreak of wvar
turned that balance into one of 20 muillions
excess of exports over fimports, completely
reversing the position. On the subject
of Royal Commissions, I wish to tell the
member for Pilbara (Mr. Underwood) sonic-
thing hie probably may not know. It is
my opinion that the R oyal Commp-ission. on
agriculture will do a good deal of work in
connection with this Bill. They may
prevent the recurrence of such a thing as
I am now about to relate. Some few
years ago a settler caine to this country,
induced to emigrate by the information that
the land he would geb would have amiple
railway facilities, whilst, the actual fact
was that his block was situated 72 miles
from a railway. After two years that
distance was reduced to 42 miles, and at
1)resont he is 21 miles distance from a
railway. Again hie was informed that
there wiere good roads. He found that
hie had to traverse a bush track extending
over 60 miles, and that he had to cut a
track for himself over the last 12 miles to
his selection. Hie was also informed that
there was a good water supply. The near-
est water supply to his block was a private

damn 13 miles distant, which lasted two
months. After that he had to cart water
a distance of 21 miles. His present water
supply is situated seven miles from his
block, though the litho. shows a supply
at a distance of only four miles. He was
told that droughts were prac~tically un-
known in Western Australia, but he en-
countered three successive droughts. He
was told that the rainfall was assured,
and that the rainfall in the district in which
his block was situated averaged 1 3J inches.
'The fact was that there had never been a
rain gauge within 20 miles, and that for the
lest three years the average had been under
six inches. He was informned that there
would be educational facilities for his
children ;the fact was that the nearest
school to his block was at a distance of
72 miles. I should be pleased to show the
papers to hon. members. A question has
been asked in this House as to the Royal
Commission having statutory authority to
examine witnesses on oath outside the
bounds of this State. Let mue inform hon.
members of the proceedings of a Royal
Commaission on grain markets appointed
by the Province of Saskatchewan. The
chairman of that commiission visited Wash-
iagton, Ne\Tw York, Baltimore, Philadelphia,
Buffalo, and Detroit in the United States,
as wvell as various great Canadian centres;
he visited the south of Italy and the Med-
iterranean pborts, and also the North Sea
ports-

Mr. SPEAKER: Order ! I am afraid
the hon. member is travelling a little
outside the Bill.

Mr. CIRIFFITHS: .I wished to show,
Sir, that our Royal Commnission on Agricul-
ture in visiting the Eastern States are
doing something that is very small in
comparison with what a Royal Commission
in another agricultural country have done
while inquiring into troubles similar to ours.
As regards the wodgil country, I wish to
call the attention of the Minister for Lands
to the fact that the Royal Coirunission
have decided that such land is absolutely
worthless in its unimproved state. That
being the case, the holders of wodgil land
want the reduced price to apply as from.
the date they took tip their blocks. rrhey
claim it was not their fault that the wodgil
land turned out unsuccessfully, and that
they have had to buy through h itter
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experience the knowledge which enabled
the Commission to warn others against
taking up such land. The re-pricing leg-
islation goes back only to 1910, and thus
holders of wodgil land prior to 1910 will
benefit only partially fromn the re-pricing.
They claim, further, that instalments of
amounts paid by them should be credited
as from date of selection, and that re-
classification fees should not be imposed
upon them. They took up the land on
what should have been expert advice, and
therefore they ought not to be penalised.
They ask, further, that provision shal
be made for a reduction of the interest
already paid by them. I am indeed
pleased that this Bill has come before the
House. It liberalises our land laws, and
it amounts to a recognition by the Govern-
ment of the fact that to make the first
few years of a settler easy is the way to
achieve prosperity, that the mere matter
of land revenue is not of so miuch importance
as the revenue derived indirectly from
tillers of the soil.

M1r. FOLEY (Leonora) f7 -48]: The
need for an amendment to our existing land
laws has been clearly evident for somne
time past to anyone who has given the
matter consideration. We all must re-
cogniise the necessity for making land
settlement as easy as possible. But an
imperative provision should be that those
who take up land must not hold it for
long in the unimproved state. Very little
consideration appears to have been given
by the Government to the question of what
is absolutely necessary in the way of
improvements. Comparing this Bill with
corresponding legislation affecting mining,
one perceives somte curious differences.
The man who takes up a mining lease has
to comply with a labour covenant and other
conditions, failing which his lease would be
taken away from him. My opinion, after
visiting various parts of the State, is that
our land laws are not sufficiently stringent in
the matter of insisting on improvement
of conditional purchase holdings. The
Government, however, have not thought
of that phase of the question; or, if they
have thought of it,, they have conveniently
left it alone. All the Government are
doing, to my way of thinking, is to provide
easier conditions for men taking up land in
certain portions of the State. In another

direction, however, they are making it
harder for men to Lake up certain pastoral
lands. I do not wish in any way to de-
preciate the good work many muen are
doing on poison lands. I have said times
out of number that in this State there are
poison areas which are absolutely useless
from ant agricultural] point of view. If the
pastoraliss can be allowed to go on those
lands and make them fit in a few years'
time for agriculture, then it is quite right
that he should make money out of them.
Instead of such a policy being enunciated,
however, even on the Lands Repricing
Bill many' 2iI4nebeI-a cast their votes against
such a proposal. There is land near
Kojonup and Kobin Soak and in the Din-
ninup area which is absolutely unfitted for
agriclutture. I have seen men on that
land who were of the best stamp, possibly,
that ever cam-e to Australia. I wish there
were more of them in this State. They
said that when they carne out here they
were termed "pommies" and were cont-
sidered to he no good. I say, however,
that they were some of the best men I have
seen in Western Australia. Some of them
told me that while they were on these lands
they had niot sufficient food for their
children, and that mothers had to live on
scarcely anything before the birth of their
children. Can we expect healthy Aus-
tralians to be born uinder such conditions ?
Our land laws should provide that if men
are brought out to Australia they must he
informed exactly as to the value of the
land. The need for amendment of our
land legislation arises fromn the fact that
many misstatements have been made in
the various portions of the Empire from
which we have sought to attract emigrants.

The Premier: That is a lovely advertise-
ment, you know.

Mr. FOLEY:- If thre truth were spoken
of Western Australia, if the truth were
put plainly before intending emigrants,
men would not he beguiled by false ideas
into coming here. Mlen should be put on
land where there was a moderate chance
of their making a living, instead of being put
on such lands as were allotted to these emi-
grants. Coming nearer to the metropolitan
area, the Rifle Downs property has been
opened up to a considerable extent. Al-
though the people who leased it, or were
purchasing it, hold a very large area, they
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have doue a good thing for the State by
opening it up. Much of that property could
be made available for closer cultivation.
In thle same areas as I have spoken of, I
have seen other men brought to Western
Australia by glowing accounts and inac-
crate statements. They were settled on
land under conditions which made it im-
possible for them to succeed. Any amend-
ment of our land laws should contain a
provision that if 'non placed on the land
cannot make sufficient progress in say three
years or live years, the Government should
be empowered to take these men off the
land and put them to some avocation in
which they wvould have a chance of making
a living. In mining if a man is not suffi-
ciently improvirng is lease they take it
from himt without the slightest compunction.
I realise that the average man on the land
is endeavouring to make a home. It must
be remembered that the word home is just
as sacred to memilbers onl this side as to
those opposite. If we put a mian on the
land, and for some reason or other it be-
comes clear that he has no chance of making
a home on it, it is our duty to remove him,
either to a more favoured district, or to
some other avocation in which he is more
likely to succeed. Last session we had
displayed onl the wvall of the Chamber a map
showing thle scheme of repricing of land.
Under that the price was restricted to M5s,
per acre. In my opinion that is wrong.
The Government have now% brought down
a Bill at this late stage with the single
purpose of placating one member who
objects to the price being higher than 1.5s.
per acre. The Government intend by
proposed amendments to give to some men
for 16s. per acre land worth a very great
deal more, and at the same time they will
have no hesitation in penalising other men
situated in less favoured districts. If there
is to be a reduction in the price of land in
one portion of the State, I contend that
the same advantage should be offered in
other portions. it is a crying shame that
at tis late hour the Government should
bring down a measure of the greatest im-
pcrtanci. It is impossible for a member
rel)Ie-entig pastoralist areas to comnmuni-
cate with his constituents with a view to
obtaining their opintions of the Bill.

Mr. Hicknlott : What do you want to do
with the pastoral landT

Mr. FOLEY: To give those men on it.
men who are opening up those parts of the
State, similar advantages to those enjoyed
in more favoured portions. The leader
of the Country party declared that if
there is no security of tenure the lessees
cannot make arrangements with the financial
institutions. Had the Minister announced
to the Chamber that it was his intention
next session to bring in the Bill, not only
would we have had an opportuity of looking
into thle question with a view to giving
an intelligent vote, but we would have been
able to show that there is very real necessity
for giving greater consideration to the
pastoralists. The pastoral leases wvill not
fall in for the next twelve years. W"here,
then, is there any occasion for rushing the
measure through in the last days of the
session ? If, in connection with the B ill
and the lessees, the question of financial
arrangements is of so great urgency, surely
the Minister would have had something
to say about it in his second reading speech.
He has not shown us how, under the pro-
posed amended conditions, the lessees will
be able to make better financial arrange-
ments than they could do in the past.

Mr. Hickinot: They will have butter
security,

Mr. FOLEY;: The MNinister has vouch-
safed no explanation whatever as to how
this will affect the pastoralist during the
next twelve years. We know that there
has been a new arrangement of boundaries.
Much of the land from Southern Cress to
Mlonzie s is very poorly watered. A great
deal of the area occupied by tile pastoralists
is supplied fromu the Goldfields Water
Scheme. A few years ago the Govern-
ment created a water mnonopoly through-
out all thle country I refer to, forcing the
pastoroalists to fall back onl the Goldields
Water Scheme. In view of this one would
have thought the Governmuent would hosi.
tato before imposing a further disadvantage
on the lessees in that country. Further
north we have good pastoral areas which
%ssist the State'sR meat .upply to a very
great extent. Cattle from that country
can he overhanded at a time when the
North-West cattle cannot be broug)ht down
the cot st If we can get men to open up
thibt country out there we should not pena-
liac them by charging themn the same price,
for the land out near the South Australian
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%order as is paid in more favoured parts
-of the state. Again, the facilities for
bringing cattle from the N.orth-West,
or even from Peak Hill, to the country I
speak of, are not everything that might be
desired. Those meon are risking their
money and passing the best ye irs of their
life there opening up the country for the
benefit of the Stato. I do not claim that
they are philanthropists because they are
-in the business in the hope of making
money out of it. Between Peak Hill and
Neow England there is scarcely a well which
has been put down by the Government,
but that has not deterred thosie stockmen
from bringing cattle from the North-Westi.
The result is that the Northern and
Eastern Goldfields, and also the Mur-
chison, and down to Merredin. and even in
the metropolitan area the people have
been able to got the best of beef at a price
-which has been considered reasonable,
and that has been possible to themn when
it has not been possible for meat to be
obtained from any other source. As I say
,from Peak Hill to the New England coun-
try the Government have never put down
a well to facilitate the droving of stock
overland. In spite of this the price of the
land to those people is the same as in the
North-West. Later on, I shall endeavour
to prove that viewing the conditions under
which they conduct their industry, they
are in a mnuch worse position than thle
North-West cattle grower. Those men
have put down wells for themnselves. From
Leonora to Wongawal, a distance of close
on 300 miles, wells have been sunk. For
what ? Certainly for the purpose of making
money for themnsclves. But it is to be re-
mnembered that those people opening Up
the country from Leonora north-eastwvard
to Wongawal and -New England have made
money in other portions of this State
and have sank, it out there. They have
just emerged from a drought lasting four
years, and had it not been that they had
raulga. in that country during the three
years immediately preceding last year,
there would not have been any stock
there to-day at all. It has been due only
to the enterprise of these men in opening
up that country fromn a water standpoint
that it has been possible for the people
of the goldfields to get meat at all at a
reasonable rate. I say such men are

worthy of some consideration, and I ask
the Minister now whether lie has given
them any consideration.

Mr. Wcikraott: What rental, do they
pay for their land.

Mr. FOLEY: Ten shillings per thou-
sand acres, the same price as is paid by the
pastoralist in the North. I mlay mntnion
here that in the E ucla area lpastoralists get
the land at 3s. per thousand acres and to
those in the North-Wvest the rental is 10s.
It is to be romemnabo red that in seine in-
stances in the North, the pastoral leases
run to WitIhili 16 mriles Of the Coast line0.
I may point out that a man is, fortunate
who can get good land running to within
16 mniles of the coast, seeing that it is
possible for him to get ships to Lift his
cattle a, an adjacent por.. It also has to
be remembered that any los ee stocking
his land up to a certain point is entitled
to a rebate of 50 per cent. of his rental,
and many of the stock owners and pastoral
leaseholders of the North have had the
advantage of that rbbate, but owing to the
conditions and the hardships of the people
to whom I now refer, advantage cannot be
taken of this rebate.

Mr. Butcher: Is that not an argumient in
favour of classification ?

Mr. FOLEY. On tile rjcustion of classi-
fication I aent to say that inl my opinion
the men who classified these lands for the
Government in the past-I am not speak-
ing from a sen-eying or an educational
point. of view-did not give consideration
to the diflerent classas of country con-
tained in our State. As tIhe meomber for
Pilbara (Mr. Underwood) has said, the
Government should hai-c obtained the
services of experienced men who have spent
the greater portion of their lives in the
State. Such muon would not have surveyed
only imaginary lines as botundaries, 'We
had anl instance of this class of boundary
recently when it became necessary in con-
nection with an election to ask a Surveyor
to define the boundaries of an electorate.
It is said that the sun-eoyor visited thle
spot and becausa he saw some bottles on
one side of i imlaginary line lie deter-
mined that there must have been a caml?
there at some time, and that, consequently.
the camp was in the Coolgardie electorate.
I want to ask how inuch consideration the
surveyors have given of a similar nature
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to the defining of boundaries in thle North-
West. In my opinion, some of thle boun-
daries have not been surveyed at all. The
member f or Roebourne (Mr. Butcher) has
interjected regarding the question of classi-
fication. If hie will guarantee to support
me in getting an amendment so that lands
may be classified from a general utility
point of view, then I will support him in his
desire for amendments. There is another
aspect of this question which the Govern-
ment do not appear to have thought of at
all. We recently had the member for
York (Mr. Griffiths) and his colleagues on
a rabbit chasing expedition. It will be
within the memory of members that there
was considerable trouble over that rabbit
expeditition. If rabbits are so bad, then
it is a bad thing for those pastoralists who
have the rabbits fenced on to them ; and
it seems to me that the Government has
not shown any consideration for the men
who find themselves in that position.
Whein there was talk .some time since of
removing thle No. 1 fence, members of this
Chamber waxed very wrath and said it was
not right to take the fence down because
it was doing so much good. If then that
fence was doing good for the pastoralist
in the North and North-West portion of
this State, I contend that thle men who
are outside the fence in the eastern and
Central areas should get some little con-
sideration because they have the rabbits
fenced on to them. The pastoralist in
my opinion is just as much a pioneer as the
wheat farmer.

Air. Underwood: Or the miner.

Mfr. FOLEY: Yes, or the miner. Our
desire should be to see the meat industry
thoroughly established, in such a way as
will ensure that the works now being erected
at Wyndhamn will be kept going at full
swing. The only thing we do not want in
connection with the pastoral industry at
the present timet is the Bill which has been
introduced by the Government ; and
before the Government succeeds in having
this Bill passed, I can promnise them they
will have their work cut out. I contend
that the rearrangement of boundaries has
been most unfair as proposed by the Lands
Department.

The Minister for Lands: There has been
no rearrangement of boundaries.

Mr. FOLEY: The rearranged bound-
cries are shown on the map.

The Minister for Lands : That is ancient
history. Those boundaries were fixed in
your own (Labour) Government Bill.

Mr. FOLEY: I assert that the Bill is.
not warranted at the prsn time, and
secondly that sufficient Consideration -has-
not been given to the pastoralist, pioneers
who are opening up the waste areas of the-
State. Those men who have become es-
tablished in the favoured portions of the-
State are proposed to be given reductions-
at the expense of the pastoralist, the in-
dustrialist, the miner and people in every
other industry of this State except the
farmer and the wheatgrower. No member-
on this side wishes to deprecate this
State as a wheat producer ; never by a.
vote has any rnan on this side of the Chain-
her done that. And I ask that the parochial
spirit which has always been manifested
and has risen to the surface on the part of
members opposite shall not be tolerated
now. If ever there was a time when
toleration was needed, it is now, particularly-
fromt those members who represent the-
farming areas in this House. Every other
member during the past three years has
been called upon to give his best services
in the consideration of measures and
regulations to further the interests of one
section of the community. It is too much
to ask the industrialist, the miner and the
pastoralist that they should through the.
machinery of the Land Act give special
consideratiw. o people who are already
favoured. JI kvill fight this Bill through
the Cornnitfle stage, line by line and
clause by clause until the Governmtent is
forced to leave the matter over until after
recess, and then between June and Nov-
ember,-

Mr. Thomson: We will have the same
trouble over again.

Mr, FOLEY: Alter the election the
House may not have the trouble of listening-
to some of us. The measure should be
dropped and if it is not dropped-

The Premier:- It is not going to be
dropped.

Mr. FOLEY: Then the Premier can take
it from me that every line and clause will
be fought, and he will he here a little longer~
even than next week discussing this Bill.
Every member on the opposition side is.
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'anxious that this session shall1 be closed. Mr. FOLEY: He has the opportunity
'They are sincere, and not one of them of doing so.
is more sincere to-day than the Premier was Mr. Underwood: He has to do it under
last week in his endeavour to get into the Bill.
recess. W-Ie wish to help him. We were Air. FOLEY: The only clause in the
told a little while ago that a broad national Bill which does not say that the Governor
patriotic spirit was going to permeate mfay do this or that is in connection with
this House. This Bill, the most con- pastoral leases. If the Government had
tentious that a Liberal Government could been sincere in their desire to do only those
bring into this Chamber, where the pro- things which were going to assist the country
nounced policy of the Labour Party ha% from a national standpoint, they would not
been known for years on this ques' T  have introduced it, and, having fanned into
shows that the Governmient is not sincere flame that which it was intended should
in that expressed desire to help the nation lie dormant, namely, our principles, which
in this present time of stross. I contend we were willing to sink, the

The Premier : You are no patriot, Liberal Party must expect this opposition
anyhow. it they pros'; the Bill forward. We have not

'Mr.FOLY: A I now s tat i my had time to consult those that this mneasure

patriotism had been availed of by the wvit scm materially affect. Moreover, the
military authorities I would niot bo here Government have twelve months in which
now, and if I could be passed to-morrow to prepare for the pastoral leases. Is it not
I would lose no tine in getting away. The worth while, therefore, to give the miatter
boy I have fighting at the front is as dear some further consideration ? I am going
to mae as the Premier's boy, who is also at to oppose the second reading of the Bill.
the front, is to him,. But it is no good I would not have done so if the measure
bringing that question in on a matter of had been brought up at the beginning of
-this kind. We" were given a, definite the session, but having been introduced in
understanding that no contentious legis- the dying hours of the session after the
lation would be brought into this Chamber G~overnmuent had expressed a wish to get
-and that only measures which were essential into receszs-a wish wthich every individual
to the winning of the war would be dealt miember echoed-the Government must
with. This Bill -cannot help the nation ; exp~ect strong opposition to every line of

it cannot help the State or the Empire, 't.The MTINISTER FOR RAILWAYS ANDI
and it cannot do anything except to bring INDUSTRIES (Hon. J. Mlitehell-Northam)
-ou 't the bitterest of party spirit and spleen. [8 3]:I have listened to the speeches

Mr. Butcher -. It is not a party measure- of hon. members opposite vc&atenivl
AMr. FOLEY: I contend it is a party but I have, heard very little said in opposition

measure. to the mneasuire, tunless it be that a vital
Mr. Butcher:- You will make it a party principle dear to ouir friends opposite is

mneasure. being dealt with. Just as they favour the
Mr. FOLEY: Does the hon. member leasehiold systoin, so do we consider that the

think a ]naa is going to lie down and allow freehold principle is that which should be in
,others to walk over hin when the best of vogue.
his principles are being attacked ?Hon. W. DI. Johnson : Go to the people

M1r. Naimn: What are the principles ? and get your opinion endorsed.
Mr. FOLEY: There is leasehold against The M11NISTER FOR RAILWVAYS:

freehold, and a blank cheque is being given The lion, mnember knows that every elector
to the 'Minister, which is a very big prin- throughout the State who voted for a

-ciple. Country or a Liberal party candidate voted
Mr. Thomson : Has he not already got for freehold tenure of laud.

it ? Mr. Underwood: There is no question of
Mr. FOLEY: The Bill provides that the freehiold in connection Nvith pastoral leases.

Government may do these things. Hon. W. D. Johnson: Why- do you not
Mr. Underwood:- The -Minister absolutely be consistent and give the pastoralists

fixes the price, not Parliament. freehold.
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The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
I am discussing the provisions of the
Bill to which the bon. members op-
posite object. T would like to know if
members opposite consulted Parliament
about this question of leasehold against
freehold before they put that principle into
operation. There happens to be a section
in the Land Act which makes it possible for
them to apply this principle without con-
sulting the representatives of the people
of the State. We cannot have two systems;
hon. ms mbers will admit that. W"Ie have
the workers' homes on the two principles,
but I wonder how many holders of lease-
hold land under the Workers Act are anxious
that that land should remain leasehold. I
believe everyone of them would prefer
to get the freehold of it.

Hon. W. C. Angwin:- If it had not been
for the leasehold many would not have
been there at all.

The MINISTER FOR RMILWAYS:
That may be, but hon. members could
not have put them there even with
the leasehold systemn without asking
them to pa~y more than they are pay-
ing now. The member for Pilbara has
referred to the powers which the measure
propomes to give the Minister, but it- is neces-
sary that the Minister for Lands should
have great powers. The Minister, of course,
exercises th em largely after consultation
-with Cabbect. But, dealing with the
vast areas of ever-changing land and con-
ditions, it is necessary that he should have
great powers. The member for Pilbara
objects to the clause giving that power to
the Mlinister, but there is nothing new in it.
The Minister must have considerable statu-
tory powers. The pastoral leases are most
important, I think, to the people of the
State. Ron. members say why not give
freehold to pastoralists ? Whiere it is a
matter of pastoral land I think the lease-
hold system is always adopted, especially
when the areas must be of considerable
size. In the North it is hoped that we will
be able to settle the lands more closely in
the future. I daresay much of the North
will be brought under cultivation,' It is
impossible to settle the country now, hut
already some small patches in the North-
west are being used and are producing,
and I daresay that the time will come
when we shall see cotton and rubber and

other tropical plants producing- great wealth
in the far North. In the meantime we
are running ow- sheep there. I can quite
understand that there -will be some oppo-
sition to this Bill. I cannot understand
the statement that mnembers have not had
time to consider the measure. It is one of
the most simple measures ever suhbmitted
to Parliament, and the clauses of it are
perfectly clear, the pastoral clauses par-
ticularly. Everybody who reads them once
will know what they mean. Ron. mem-bers.
know what they are dealing with, but no.
matter when a Bill of this nature might
be brought in there will always be oppo-
sition to it. It will be quite possible for-
hon. members to deal intelligently with
the measure, which after all, is one for
consideration in Committee. It has been
urged outside that the Bill is one merely
to help those who have faced considerable-
hardship and dangers in the far North in,
years gone by. But it cannot be argued
that the man who has the land should not.
be permitted to continue occupying it
after having developed it. But quite apart
from any consideration we may have for'
the sendlers in the far North, there is a
great general principle underlying the
measure which must determine the votes
of members. If members are true to
the country-

' Air. M%.unsie:- They will vote against
the measure.

The MINISTER FOR. RAILWVAYS:-
They will vote for the measure, which is
in the best interests of the country. The
Bill will help every section of the com-
munity.

Hon WV. C. Angwvin: You would not
introduce class legislation.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: We
have a vast area of land producing a great
deal of wealth and bringing in rents, though
not being all it should be, and as a Govern-
ment we want to further develop it and we
want to increase production so that every
man and every woman in the State may'
benefit. We want more revenge and more
rent. The Minister says he wants a maxi-
mum of £3 per thousand acres which he
proposes may be increased by 50 per cent.
at the end of 15 years. No hon. member
who has spoken has said that that rent is.
not sufficient.
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Hon. WV. C. Angwin : Yot have 1 I years
which must be at the same rent.

The 3MSTER FOR RAILWVAYS: It
may be increased to £4 10s. at the end
of 15 years. Is not that enough?

Hon. WV. C. Angwin: I do not know.
The MTINISTER FOR RAILWVAYS:

Surely all hon. members wilt agree that it
is quite enough. We want more revenue
and more from taxation.

Hon. AV. C. Angwin: You dropped those
.taxation Bills.

The M1INISTER FOR RAILWAYS: Ido
not know whether we shall get it by increas-
ing the rent or by increased production or
by both means. At all events we want the
advantages whiehwill come by the increased
activities in this portion of the State. The
Minister asks for power to make the stocking
conditions heavier than they are at present.
Has any bon. member said that these pro-
posals are not adequate ? Then hie says he
.must have the right to impose compulsory
improvements on holdings. No one has
said that he has not gone far enough in this
direction. We cannot get these things
under the present law because the laws
do not provide for them.

Hon. W. C. Angwin: They do not expire
for 11 or 12 years.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
'That is true. The present leases do not
expire for 12 years, but they may be
renewed nowv and they will be subject to
the conditions proposed in the measure.

Hon. W. DI. Johnson: What justifi-
ecation have you for assumning that they
will be renewed?

The MIINISTER FOR RAILWVAYS ±
When I have finished the hon. member
will understand. The present leases have
.a tdrm of 20 years, and we are making
the new leases run up till 1948 which
will be the date of expiry for the present
and new leases. The -Minister proposed
to amend his Bill in order to make it
compulsory for those who wish to renew
leases and to come under this Act, to come
under it within six months. Therefore,
they have an opportunity of increasing the
rents and imposing these conditions, and
if the squatter does not come in within
the six months he cannot come under the
Act at all. He will have to be subject
to any other law or conditions which may

be imposed between this and the time the
lease expires.

Ron. IV. D). Johnson: Where does the
Bill say that?

The MINSTER FOR RAILWVAYS: The
Minister proposes to alter that to six months.
It is in the Bill. lion. members have only
to look at Clause 26.

Hon. WV. C. Angwvin: That is two years.
The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: The

Minister proposes to alter that.
Hon. W. D). Johnson: You are not

discussing the ]Bill as it is but as it is
amended.

The 'MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: I
am discussing the situation and the great
principles underlying this measure.

Ron. AV. D). Johnson: I have not got
the amendments.

The 2MNISTER FOR RAILWAYS: Will
hon. members compare the position of the
stocking of Australia with the stocking in
Western Australia ? Will they ask them-
selves why our production amounts to infini-
tesimnal proportion of the whole production
of Australia ?If so they will see that the
time has come for us to be up and doing.
It is time that the pastoral industry came
under more stringent improvement and
stocking conditions and paid more rent.
Hon. members know that thiis great Com-.
mionwealth produces one-fourth of the
world's wool. Of that fourth, we in this
State produce a little over 4 per cent.
and we control one-third of the total
area of Australia. Wie have a little less
than 8 per cent, of the whole of the cattle
of Australia in this State. Is it right that
this vast area should do so little towards the
aggregate production of this great con-
tinent?

Mr. Marnse: And it will never he more
until you alter the present conditions.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
There is something wrong, and we are
endeavouring- to set right that wrong
by this measure. It is true that not-
withstanding the geographical position of
this country, whilst Australi as a whole
is exporting eight million pounds worth of
beef and mutton, West Australia is not
exporting one pound's worth per annumn.
Is that right ? XWe are very much nearer
to the old country in this State and we
have magnificent pastures, and yet we are
doing nothing towards exporting meat
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We are only exporting some four per cent.
of the total production of Australia in the
way of wool, and the time has come when
we should alter this and the Bill before us
is an honest endeavour to face the situation.

Ron. W. C. Angwin : Bunkum!
The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:

I did not catch the amiable remark of the
Member for North-East Fremantle (Hon.
W. 0. Angwin.)

Hon. W. C. Angwin: I said "bunkum."
The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:

Are the members of this House and
the people of the country content with
this position, that out of the 20 million
pounds worth of wool which Australia
is exporting, we are only exporting
£8900,000 worth, that is taking the figures
for the normal year of 1914-15 ? We
get something like £72,000 a year from
our pastoral leases ? That is the total
rent we can impose to-day. Wvie have 193
million acres leased and we hlave on the
leasehold land about 21 million Sheep.
There are something like eive million sheep-
in Wfestern Australia, and one-half of these
may be found in the South-West of the
State and the other half in the North-
western partion of the State. We have
900,000 head 'of cattle and I suppose
600,000 of these will be found in the northern
areas. Do lion, members want to multiply
our sheep by three or four on our pastoral
leases and see the advantages gained in the
way of added production by those sheep;
and do they want to multiply their cattle
by half a dozen and get all the advantages
by that incroased production, or are they
cenment to allow the pastoral industry of
this State to remain where it is ?Without
the Bill the pastoral industry will remain
where it is for the next ten years.

Mr. Munsie: It will remain whore it is
for another 20 years if the Bill goes through.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
The rents which we may now get from
the pastoral leases amount to £72,000
annually, but I believe we shall get at
least, £120,000 to £130,000 under the pro-
posed measure. The increased rents on
the old land and the rents on the
new lands which will be taken up when
we give security of tenure should
bring about that increase. I ask lion.
members to look into these improve-
ments, of the stocking conditions. If

they do so they wilt find that they are
particularly favourable to the people of
the State and against the men who hold
these pastoral leases. If a man has two
stations 25 miles apart, the stocking con-
ditions on the one station must apply to-
the other station as things now stand.
The Minister desires to withdraw these
provisions in this Bill and to ensure that
the leases must adjoin. Do lion. nier-
bars think if we can give the conditions
that this Bill provides to the people now
that we should wait for 12 years ? IS it
reasonable in thc interests of the country
to renew those lcasss now, or to wait until
the day before they expire?

Mr. Munsie : You should wait until
the people have a right to say whether
you should do this or not. You are afraid
to wait until that time.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS;
I think that ii a very stupid remark.

Mr. Munie : It is a true one.
The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS;

I Suppose there are very few men on this
side of the House who hold any pastoral
lands at all. If 1 thought that the
introduction of this Bill would not be
in the interests of the people I would
not support it. T am content to do
my duty to this country, and my feel-
ings in that respect are stronger than my
personal interests. I am supporting the
Bill bieause I believe it is my duty to the
country to help in doing so.

Mr. Munsie: I am going to oppose it
for that very same reason.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS
1' would be a criminal thing to miss
an opportunity of gaining these advan-
tages which I have just outlined. We as
a party have nothing to gain by the pass-
ing of this measure, but the country ha
a lot to lose if we sit down tamely and let
our friends opposite defeat us. Why do
they oppose this mcasure ?

Mr. Munsie: Because it is unfair and
unjust.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
They have not shown that it is unfair. It
is absolutely fair to the people. The
squatters, the men who hold the pastoral
leases now, may have something to say
against it. I am certain that the people
can have nothing to say against it. If
7 did not think it was in the best in-
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terests of the people of the State I would
not support the measure.

Mr. Munsie : There have been some
nice little conferences with the pastoralists,
.association. They want the Bill.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
I do not know. The pastoralists' asso-
-ciation have not consulted me. They
may want the Bill because it will give
them security of tenure. It is right
that we should give the paatoralists
this security of tenure because we want
them to go on with the work of improve-
ments. A leare which only lasts for 12
years is no good to anyone. The improve-
mnents will stop unless the leases are ex-
tended.

Mr. Munsie : Bunkum!I
The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:

We want the work of stocking up), the
work of establishing artesian bores and
water supply, the work of fencing gone
on with, and we want moat for our
people to eat and meat to export, and we
want a fair share of Australia's great ex-
port trade. Without the Bill we shall
-stand still for the next 10 or 12 yeuts.
Hon. members opposite have said that if
they had their full strength they would
-defeat the Bill.

Mr. Munsie: So we would.
Hon. W, D3. Johnson: They would delay

it, and the public say it should be delayed.
We all know that the pastoral leases must
be dealt with but this is not the time in
-which to do so,

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
Hon. members have a great regard for
public opinion I am sure. On many occa-
sions they have taken very great pains
to consult public opinion before moving
in some great work !

Hon. WV. D3. Johnson : You are inter-
fering with the people's heritage.

Mr. 'Munsie: We had the backing of the
people.

The MINISTER FOR AAILWAYS:-
We have to take the responsibility. The
late Government did not care much about
the people We are prepared to take
the responsibility and are doing what we
are doing in the interests of the people.
I do not know why members of Parlia-
ment should not take the responsibility
.of their acts. Where we see that we can

do something in the interests of the people,
Jet us do it.

Mr. "Munsie,: You have no right to do
it now.

TChe -MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
We have a far greater right than the
Labour Government had in the spending
millions on trading concerns without parlia,
mentary endorsement. We arc going to
got anything up to a million of mioney
during the next 12 years from theoe Joises.

Hon. WV. D3. Johnson: You have talked
millions of money ever since you have
been in Parliament. You have broken
up many homes.

TheMM MIITR FOR RAILWAYS: The
revenue of the country needs this money.

Hon. W. D3. Johnson: There is no
guarantee that you will get it.

The 'MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
There is a fair guarantee that we will get
it and we shall do so.

Hon. V. 13. Johnson:- They need not
transfer if they do not like.

The 1MNSTER FOR RAILWAYS: If
the pastoralists do not like the Bill their
opportunity to come under it will cease in
a few months.

Hon. WV. CQ Angwin:- It will be two
years.

The 3MNISTER FOR RAILWAYS: It
will be in a few months.

'Mr. Munsie:- If this Bill is passed you
will prevent anyone else from getting a
footing in the North-West in the next 20
years.

The MI2NiSTER FOR RAILWAYS: If
the statement of the member for Hffanans
expresses the sentiment underlying :the
opposition of hon. members opposite, they
should say so.

Mr. Munsie: That is just what you
want.

The INISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
Surely not even hon. members opposite
would take a pastoral property from a man
in Kimberley and give it to another man in
Perth, to be used for exactly the same pur-
pose.

Mr. 'Munsie: We do not want anything
of the kind.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
Hon. members will agree that the man
who is there on the spot and has borne
the heat and burden of the day is
entitled to be considered when rents are
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being fixed. If hon. members opposite
can show that this Bill is not in the interests
of the people, let them do it. I doubt if
they can. I unhesitatingly and emphati-
cally say that it would be worse than
criminal to allow the pastoral leases to
remain as they are for the next 12 years,
if we can effct this change. The cir-
cumistanees of the Empire impose a need
for it. Hero we have an opportunity ;
should we miss it ? If the enormous
cost of this war is to be faced, it must
be done by increased production. I have
previously pointed out that taxation on
wealth already created, sufficient to cover
the needs of the Comnmonwealth end the
States, is absolutely impossible. If wve
are to pay our way, we must have in-
creased production. Here is an oppor-
tunity of doing it without a penny of ex-
pense to the taxpayer, but, on the other
hand, with great advantage to the Trea-
surer, who instead of having to face ex-
penditure of public funds will collect year
by year a largely increased revenue. If
the pastoralists are willing to give a pre-
miumn of one million of money and face
increased expenditure during the next 12
years of their current leases, should we be
true to the trust the people have placed
in us if we said no to such a proposal ?
The Bill is largely a Comumittee Bill. We
should consider the Bill calmly, and with
a view to doing all we can for the country
at this juncture. The needs of the Empire
demand that a question of this kind shall
receive earnest and fair consideration at
the hands of hon. members.

Ron. W. C. ANQWAIN (North-East
Fremantle) [9-5)1: No doubt there are
many clauses of the Bill which members
on this side carn support. On looking
through the measure carefully, however,
we see clearly that it amounts to an ad-
mission on the part of the Minister for Rail-
ways that in the past he has charged con-
siderably more for land than was necessary
or than represented its value.

The Minister for Railways: Wehaveheard
that before ; that is nothing new.

Rfon. W. D. Johnson : The sad side of it
is that so many people have heen ruined
through it.

The Minister for Railways:. It is sad that
you are so unfair.

Ron. WV. C. -ANOWIN: The Bill shows:
clearly that the Minister himself realises, that
the charges made were too high. The Bill
is a clear admission of his guilt. Many of
the clauses are introduced for the express-
purpose of decreasing the price of land.
Those clauses could be considered at a later
period, even if the reductions were madte
retrospective, to date from the introduction
of this measure or fromn the 1st Januairy of
this year. The provision for reductions
in pri~ce having regard to distance from ab
railway, can only3 apply to settlers taking,
up land in the future.

Mr. Thomson : It applies to many now-.
Hon. W. C. ANOWIN: It can apply to

very few, because hon. members on the
Government side have repeatedly claimed
that no land settlement took place during
the termn of the late Administration. In
any case, the matter is not one of immediate
urgency. Then there is a part of the Bill
which deals with the settlement of returned
soldiers. That part, in my opinion, has
been inserted for the express purpose of
baulking opposition to the measure as intro-
duced. Everything that the Bill proposes
for the benefit of the returned soldier
could have been provided by regulation.
Next, the poison leases are dealt with.
When the repricing Bill was under considera-
tion last year I pointed out that unless-
l and was valued at 2s. 6d. per acre it was.
not worth while to open an account for
it in the departmental books. 'Now the
proposal is to charge as little as Is. per acre.
The reason for proposing such a charge is.
that the Government do not wish to pay
back the money paid for poison leases in
the past. A provision of this kind might
very well have been omitted from the Bill..
One shilling per acre will not pay for the.
clerical work of keeping the account.
Indeed, it is a farce to charge so little as
Is. per acre. That charge will mean a
loss to the State, because 2s. Od. per acre
just cleared t~e cost of book-keeping. The-
matter is not urgent, and might well have
been allowed to stand over. Then the
question of town and suburban leaseholds
is dealt with. The clause in question will
need the closest supervision if the Bill be-
comes law. The price of these leases was-
fixed very low indeed. They were put up
to auction, and a small premium was paid
in order that rents might be kept down..
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Thousands of these leases have been granted
from time to time all over the State. They
have been so popular that the people have
absolutely rushed them. Their conversion
from leasehold to freehold would mean a
considerable loss to the State. In any ease
the matter is not one of the slightest urgency.
As for pastoral leases, the Minister himself
cannot state what is the position with
regard to these, nor can he give any real
information regarding them. The late Gov-
ernment took the matter into consideration.
They realised the necessity for doing some.-
thing in regard to the renewal of the leases,
but they realised also that it was in the best
interests of the State to have a valuation
and a classification of the lands, so that the
community might receive a proper return
from the pastoral areas. We find this ques-
tion rushed forward by Ministers who over
and over again have claimed in this House
that they have not had time to perform
their official duties, not had time to look
after their offices, that they have had all
their energies taken up with re-elections, and
in meeting the House. Those Ministers
come down with a drastic measure of this
kind to extend the pastoral leases until
the year 1948. The Minister fo,' Railways
admits that the Government wre almost
forced to putt into the hands of the Minister
for Lands power which has never been
granted to that Minister in this State before.
Previously, rents were invariably fixed by
Act of Parliament. The reason why the
Government are not in a position to follow
that practice is because of their haste,
Therefore they ask for a free hand for the
Minister for Lands. Of course there are
large owners at the back, who are pressing
the Government to extend leases which do
not expire for 12 years. It is clear that
grave injury to the State may result from
passing a Bill of this kind. Ministers who
have been in office for seven or eight months
have not had time to initiate their promised
reforms, and therefore, they have not had
time to draw this Bill. So much is proved
by the list of amendments to the Bill placed
on the Notice Paper by the Government.

The Minister for Lands: You yourself
did that repeatedly when sitting here,

Hon. W. C. AKOWIN : Not in connection
with an important Bill such as this. The list
of amendments will absolutely mislead
hen. members We were told just new

by the Minister for Railways that pastoralists
must make application under this mneasure
within six months. The fact is that the
term allowed to them for making applica-
tion is two years. Six months is the period
within which the Minister for Lands can
send notice to the pastoralists. But th
pastoralists can reply tating that they
nill comie under the measure, if it becomes
law, IS months later. All that the Minister
is entitled to do within six months is to give
notice. Eventually, if the pastoralist re
fuses, the lease will be surrendered in due
time ;if, on the other hand, he accepts.
a new lease will at once be ar-ranged. Par-
liament ought to have sufficient time to
deal wi4th the question of extending pastoral
leases, and the Minister ought to be in
possession of all necessary i rmation which
the late Government intended to get.

Mr. Thomson :You had six years to get
it.

Hon. W. C. ANGWIN : We desire to
get all possible information on the question
of the value of the land. One gentleman
holds scores of miles right along both
sides of a river. I understand that for
over 100 miles the river bank is all taken
up and that no person other than the
lessees can get to the river. I hold that
those leases should he subdivided in such
a way that other lessees will be able to got
a portion of the river frontage. The
British Governument ire negotiating with
the Federal authorities to obtain, if possible,
a supply of meat from Australia. The
American Meat Trust are getting a footing
in Australia. They are in Queensland
already, and attempts have been made by
them to get into the northern portions of
Western Australia. We know that many
stations are under offer to them. It is
our duty to keep them out of Western
Australia.

Mr. Nairn: Will not the Bill do it?
Hon. W. C. ANOWIN: No. Immed-

iately the leases are renewable Ministers
will write to these people and let themi
know that the leases are under offer. There
will be a limjt of a million acres of lease-
hold to be renewed, by each lease-
holder. What will be the position ?
Much of the land will be transferred to
the American Meat Trust. If the Bill
passes, the American Meat Trust will get
vast areas of the land at once, and in years
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to come, the po,._ s the State will find
that this Parliament gold them.

Mr. Piesse : How would you stop it
Mr. Nairn: They never thought of it

uitil they got into Opposition.
Hon. W. C. ANOWIN: Yes we did. If

weo desire to make our freezing works a
success it is necessary that some of the
land up there should be subdivided. The
Minister for Railways declared that if we
pass the Bill it will bring about increased
production. The only way increased
production can be brought about is by
subdivision of those large areas in the
North-West. If we desire to people the
North-West we must subdivide the land
into smaller holdings. Parliament should
not be hasty in dealing with legislation of
this kind. These leases have 12 years to
inn, yet Ministers come down at the end
of the session and say it is urgently neces-
sary that Parliament should deal with
this enormous question. at the same time
admitting that they themselves have not
full information as to the value of the
country. Hon. members are asked to
give away the rights of the people in the
meat growing districts until 1948. Surely
there will be plenty of time for the Bill
next session. We will then still have 10
years of grace.

Mr. E. B. Johnston : It might be a case
of now or never.

Hon. W. C. ANOWIN : Perhaps that
is. what impels the Government and those
who are pushing them from behind. I
do not believe the Government on their
own initiative have introduced the Bill
at the end of the session.

The Minister for Lands: It was in-
troduced three months ago.

Hon. W. C. ANOWIN! It was intro-
duced only last week,

Mr. Butcher: It was promised six years
ago.

lion. W. C. ANGWIN: The Govern-
ment are being pushed from behind by
those who have been ruining the meat
trade.

Mr. Butcher: That is not correct.
Ron. W. C. ANOWIN: It is correct, and

you know it.
The Attorney General: If yo~u know it,

you ought to tell the House.
Ron. W. C. ANOWIN: We know they

are all under offer.

The Minister for Lands: What are ?
Ron. W. C. ANCWIN: Many of those

leases. Some ot them are tinder offer
to Vestey Bros.

The Minister for Lands : But not to the
Government.

Hon. W. C, ANGWX±N: No, but we are
asked by the Bill to supply land to those
people. So important a Bill should not
be considered at the end of the session.
A far-reaching amendment was brought
in by the Government last week.

The Minister for Lands,: It is not an
an amendment at all ; it is merely an
improvement on the wording.

Ron. W. C. ANGWVIN: Well, I move
an amendment-

Vth "flow,, be struck out and the
word& " this day six months " added to

the motion
I am of opinion that every clause in the
Bill dealing with the agriculturalists could
be made retrospective without injuriously
affecting them in any degree. In regard
to the provisions for returned soldiers, I
hold that all that could be fixed up by
regulation. In respect of pastoral leases,
if we pass the Bill without the information
we so sorely need, we will be doing a great
wrong.

Mr. Hickmott: I understood that mem-
boe on your side were anxious to do all
they could for the soldiers.

H on. W. C. AN1,GWIN: I believe it
should be done by regulation. We have
not the information necessary to allow us
to intelligently consider the Bill, and so
I contend its consideration should be post
poned in the interests, not not only of the
State, but of the Empire,

Mr. MTJNSIE (Hannans) [9 -28]: I
second the amendment. The Minister for
Railways said he would be lacking in his
duty if he did not support the Bill. I am
opposing theo Bill because I believe it is in
he interests of the State that I should do

so. Certain principles laid down in the
Bill are entirely opposed to the interests of
the State. The Minister for Railways said
the only people he knew of who were likely
to be against the Bill were the squatters
now holding areas in the Noath-West,
and in his concluding remarks he made
the following statement, " Wby should
this Government, or why should the pre-
sent Parliament, refuse when the pastors-
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lists are prepared and willing to give us a
million pounds of a bonus over and above
our present revenue ?" That is a most
remarkable statement. It is remarkable
that the Minister could first say that the
only people lie knew of as likely to oppose
the Bill were the squatters thomeslves and
then to be in a position to tell members of
this-House hie knew those <'ery pastoralists
weore willing to give a million of money
extra in the course of the next twelve years.
This shows plainly' to me that the matter
has been well thought out and discussed
by the Pastoralists' Association and the
Government. I believe that the only
people in Western Australia who are
anxious to get the leasehold conditions of
this Bill passed are the present holders of
pastoral areas in the North-XWest.

Mr. Piesse : They are not the only ones.
Air. 'MYNSIE : Probably not, but they

are the only ones in Western Australia.
There may be others outside of Western
Australia as has been mentioned by the
member for North-East Fremantle (Mr.
Angwin) who are endeavouring to.day, and
have been endeavouring for some time,
to get a footing in this country in order
to practically control the meat trade of the
world. And if they had got a footing in
Western Australia, they will be able to
do that. I am satisfied that if this Bill goes
through as it at present stands those out.
siders will get that opportunity. The
member for Swan (Mr. Nairn) has said that
the previous Government was in office
for five years and that during that period
they have never thought about the question.
That statement is not correct. He well
knows that statements have been made
in this House since he has been a member
in which it has been distinctly pointed
out that the then Governinent had overtures
made to them for permission to erect
freezing works in the North-West on certain
conditions. Those making the offer wanted
to get a hold, wanted to get a footing, to get
in ; but the then Government did every-
thing possible to prevent it.

Air. Nairn: How did the Governmient
prevent them coming here, by legislation?

Air. IMINSIE : They prevented them in
this way that they absolutely refused to
allow them to have the right to control the
wholesale meat business in Western Aus-
tralia.

Mr. Nairn: In what way ? -, .
Hon. AV. D. Johnson: We refused to allow

thenm permission to erect freezing works.
Mir. MIIJNSIE :The Labour Government

refused to allow them to erect or control
works anywhere in Western Australia.
There have been suggestions by hon.
members opposite, and by the principal
journals which are backing their party up
in this State, that overtures should have
been made to allow private enterprise to
establish freezing works in the North.

Air. Nairn : That is not true.
Mfr. MUNSIE : I say it istrue. The W~est

Australian has written leading articles and
lparagraph after paragraph, month by month,
to the effect that Vestey Bros. were going
to build freezing works at Derby. I heard
members opposite, when sitting on this
side of the House, say that this (Labour)
party was wrong in not allowing private
enterprise to carry out the erection of freez-
ing works at Derby. The first principle I
object to in this Bill is the right given
under the Bill to transfer the townsite blocks
at present held under leasehold to a free.
hold tenure. The average individual will,
I admit, if lie gets an opportunity of con-
verting, take the freehold.

Member : Twenty-five per cent, of them
would gladly convert.

Air. MUNSIE :If I were satisfied that
a hundred per cent, of them would do so
I would still prevent them, if I could do so
by my vote. That principle in the Bill goes
to the extreme. We have heard a lot said
about the State being in a bad financial
position and being seriously hampered
for want of money, but in the dying hours
of the session the Government proposes this
clause which distinctly states that the
purchaser of the land must get it at the
upset price placed on it by the Government
for leasehold purposes. I have never heard,
or read, a more absurd proposition being
brought before any Parliament in Australia.

Air. Piesse: The price of some of them
may be too high now.

Mr. l'iUNSIE : I do not think they are.
Take Bruce Rock, which is a growing
country township, and one, which in my
opinion, will be a good centre in a few
years if we get a few more good seasons.
The highest price placed on townsite blocks
at Bruce Rock is £25 for leasehold pm.
poses.
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Member: Some of them have changed
lhands at £70.

Mr. MULTNSIE : That proves conclusively
that if the Government wants revenue
the people are prepared to pay up to £00
for these blocks to-day to secure the free-
hold. Yet the Bill says distinctly that the
Gov'ernment shall not ask more than the
upset price. In my opinion that is nothing
less than robbing the lpeople of Western
Australia of their asset. I want to say, too,
that seine of them have changed hands for as
high as £100, yet the very best of them,
the pick of the town, the corner blocks,
the Minister says must be sold for £25.
And yet wye are told th~e Government re-
quires revenue. A person at present hold.
ing the land has the land, and his lease-
hold title is of as much use to him from a
utility point of view as would he the title
to the land.

Mr. Noirn: Can a holder transfer his
lease?

Mr. MUNSIE : Yes.
Mr. Nairn: Then in what way is the State

worse off ?

Mr. MUNSIE: It is worse off in this
way, that the State should retain the title
for all time, By doing so the State will
get rent on the upset price with a re-
aplpraisemnent of value every twelve years
In twelve years from the first opening of
the Bruce Rock town site a block which is
now valued at £25 will have increased to
probably £50 for rental purposes. There-
fore the State will be losing a considerable
asset in losing that rental on the land for
aUl time. The State at present owns the
land and will be entitled to get that rental
on the land for all time. I have no ob-
jection to an individual getting what he
can for his property, but I do object to the
State giving away the birthright of the
children of Western Australia.

Member: Could that not be dealt with
under the Land Tax ?

lvri. MUNSIE: It is a remarkable thing
that ever since the Labour Party has been
on this (Opposition) side of the House on
every conceivable occasion members op-
posite will interject " Can you not get it
by a Land Tax " ? While this (Labour)
party was on the Ministerial benches we
endeavoured to put through an unim-
proved land value tax, but that measure

was opposed most bitterly by present
Govcrnment members.

Hon. WV. C. Angwin: These blocks were
exempt from land tax anyhow.

Mr. MUKSIE;: That is so. I maintain
that the attitude of members opposite is
most inconsistent in this matter. The next
principle contained in the Bill has relation
to the stocking conditions on pastoral
leases, with which I agree. Now, as
regards the reduction of price of conditional
purchase land. In this regard I do not
think one instance can be quoted from
Haneard during the five years I have been
a member of this House upon which any
hon. member on this side (Opposition)
side has opposed the reduction in the
price of conditional purchase land. That
provision in the Bill I am 'absolutely in
accord with. I have even gone further and
have advocated on the floor of this House
that the land which was valued by the
previous Wilson Government, prior to the
adv'ent of the Labour Government, up to
as high as £12 an acre and some of it up
to even £127 in the Denark District, should
be reduced in price. I have said that if
it is the desire to settle the South-Western
portion of this State, and particularly the
Denmark area it would pay the State
handsomely to give the land away. I
say it is impossible in that country, even
with the reductions which have since been
made, to make farming propositions pay,
unless the land had first beon cleared.

Hon. WV. D. Johnson: What reduction
ha, been made up to date, from £17 to
32s. ?

Mr. MtTNSIE: I do not know that the
reduction has been so great as that but I
do say that even with the reduction which
has taken place I amn satisfied that those
who have been settled on that land have
been settled in the truo sense of the word,
because they have not sufficient capital
to carry on with. I repeat that no ob-
jection will be raised on this side of the
House to the proposal to reduce the
price of conditional p~urchase land. I do
wish, however, to raise anl objection to the
provision contained in the Bill with regard
to returned soldiers. If by some chance,
which I hope will come about, the strenuous
opposition to be given to this Bill should
succeed, I am perfectly satisfied the fact
would be user] against the members in
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opposition to say that we had done this
in order to hamper the Government doing
something for the returned soldiers, and I
say that that would be an absolutely unfair
proposition to put up.

Mr. Nairn : Why do you use the argu-
ment, then ?

',%r. MTUNSIE: Because I have hoard
it from members opposite and I w~ant to
forestall any such attempt which may be
made later on. There is nothing contained
in the clauses with regard to returned
soldiers that could not be done under our
present law. There is no argument that
can be put forward why this Bill is necessary
because the Governmtent can do as well
without the Bill as though the Bill were
passed.

Air. Piesse: That is very doubtful.
Mr. MUNSIE: It is not at all doubtful.

lRon, members know perfectly well that it
does not matter what Government is in
power, and no matter what action the
Government rmay take during recess in the
interests of the returned soldier, such action
will be ratified by Parliament later on.
I want to deal with the least and most
obnoxious portion of the Bill, that which
refers to the pastoral leases. The Minister
for Industries in his remarks stated in
dealing with the matter of leasehold and
freehold that it is not possible to have the
two systems. This Bill, however, pro-
vides for both systems. The Minister also
asked the reason why this State was so
far behind the Eastern States with regard
to the number of stock carried on our
pastoral country. I want to inform him
that my principal objection to the Bill
is because I believe it will be against the
best interests of Western Australia for the
conditions contained in it in regard to
the pastoral lands to be put through.
I sincerely believe that all those men who
went to the N orth-West in the early days to do
pioneering work deserve every consideration
that the House can give them. But I
want to emphasise again that we must not
give those people any cousideration which
will be to the detriment of Western Aus-
tralia as a whole, and in my opinion the
Bill will do that. The reason that we are
so far behind in stock is that in the early
days people were allowed to select pastoral
areas indiscriminately. We have stations
from Onalow Out, namely Lthe Afinderoo

(88]

which comes into the township, barring
of course the common. And there is the
Globe Hill and Nanyatarra. Those three
stations take in the foreshores of both
sides of the Ashburton River for 100
miles from the coat, and can we expect, the
North-West to ever be prosperous or that
it will ever be populated while we allow
three individuals to hold 100 miles of both
banks of one of the best rivers and the
best pastoral country in Western Australia?
It is impossible, and it is because we have
prevented other people in the North-West
for the past eight or nine years from get ing
anywhere near water supplies that we are
so far behind in regard to the number
of stock. The people who have the fore-
shores of the river have a continuous water
supply without any cost, and if we go back
from the river we know that water can only
be got at an enormnous cost. It is wrong
to bring in a Bill to practically re-grant
those leases for another 38 years and
give those people absolute control of both
banks of the Ashburton River for at least
100 miles inland from Onslow. Leaving
out Nanyatarra station which is further
back, I believe that Mlinderoc takes up
24 or 26 miles of the Ashburton River
frontage, while Globe Hill covers about
the same distance and they have only one
white man employed on both stations.
Then we talk about making the North.
West prosperous! How are we going to
populate the waste spaces of Western
Australia if we are going to pass a Bill
which will allow a man to continue to hold
100 miles of some of the best of the pastoral
territory in our State, and, outside the
shearing season, employ only one white man?

Mr. Butcher: Globe Hill is not stocked.
Mr. MUNSIE: I am prepared to admit

that it is not stocked and that it is likely
to remain unstockod while the present
holders of the area have it.

Mr. Piosso: This Bill will make them
stock it.

Air. MUNSIE: Even if we enforce the
stocking ,clau ~s of the Bill they will not
have the effect of doing what we could do
by catting up such big holdings on the
foreshores and giving other people an
opporcunity of making a decent living for
themselves. Those are the reasons why
I object most strongly to the Bill, and in
rov opinion there is not the slightest doubt
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about it that the Bill was introduced by
the Minister because he believed it was
his duty to the State to do so, and because
it was going to bring a million extra to thle
State. But is it not the true reason that
the Government are afraid that if they
do not get thle Bill through there is a possi-
bility of their not having another oppor-
tunity of submitting it ? It is a disgrace and
a scandal to say that in the last week of
a session such a Bill must go through.
This is certainly one of thle strongest parti-
san measures ever introduced in this House
since the outbreak of war, and lion. mem-,
bers opposite want us to sit down calmly
and let the Bill go through so as to placate
their friends. I can only say in con-
elusion that so far as the transfer of the
leasehold to freehold is concerned, if the
Governmient are determined that these
blocks shall be sold, I am going to try to
alter that clause of the Bill so that the
Government will not rob the people of
Western Australia of their just rights.

The Premier:- That is what you are
doing now.

Mr. M1UNSIE : The Premier knows well
that in this clause we are making a present
to people at Bruce Rock of £100 and £125
clear.

The Premier: We will get more revenue.
Mr. MUNSIE : Twenty-five pounds at

the most.
Thle Premier: What are you charging;

four per cent.
Mr. MUNSIE: I do not care what the

percentage is. In Committee I will en-
deavour to alter it, so that the State will
get a just deal which they will not get
if the provisions, as they appear in the
Bill are passed, and so far as thle pastoral
leases are concerned, L will oppose themn
all I know, because I believe that I shall
be doing so in the inteorests of Western
Australia, and I shall certainly be doing
so in the interests of the majority of the
people. I appeal to the Minister for
Lands to wait until such time as he gets a
mandate from the people before intro.
ducing a Bill of this description. At the
longest he has only seven months to wait.
At the last elections the majority of the
people wore behind the Labour Party in
their policy and at that tim-e we advocated
on every laltform, leasehold as. against
freehold. I am going to support the

amendment that the Bill be read six months
hence.

Mir. BUTCHER (.Roebourne) [0-57]:- I
ami delighted to see that the Government
have introduced a Bill which has for its
object the extension of the pastoral leases
in different parts of Western Australia a
well as dealing with thle agricultural lands.
There are members on this side of the
House who are interested in agriculture
and who will be able to deal with any
defects there 'nay be in thle Bill. There-
fore, I shall not occupy the tirne of the
House by discussing that part of the
measure. I wish to counn my remarks
to that portion of it affecting pastoral
leases. Thle member for Pilbara (Mr.
Underwood) speaking earlier in the evening
dealt to some extent with anomalies which
existed under the presenit Act, and which
have existed for sonme time, and with the
fact that they are not sufficiently altered
under the present measure. Thle lion.
member also dealt with the question in. a
very sound and practicable manner, and I
congratulate him for his broad-minded
ideas and for the honest way in which hie
expressed himself upon this measure.
With many of his remarks I agree, and
will assist him in bringing about some
alterations. With reference to the mem-
ber for Hannans, who has had a brief
experience in pastoral matters extending
over a period of, I think, about a month,
during which time lie was engaged in
fighting an election, I do not think he
was any more successful in his attempt on
that occasion than he has been in gaining
any degree of knowledge or informnution in
connection with thle pastoral industry.

Mr. M~unsie interjected.

[The Deputy Speaker took the Chair.]

Mr. BUTCHER: I had two candidates
to fight, and I think I did it very success-
fully. I am. giving the House the benefit
of my knowledge and experience which has
extended over a period of 40 years in the
very country which the hon. member
claims to know all about, but in which be
only spent something like a month. That
is the extent of the lion. member's know-
ledge of the pastoral industry.

Air. Munsie : I do not claim to know
anything about it.
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Mr. BUTCHER: And yet he wants to
make the House believe that what hie
says is absolutely true in substance and in
fact. He says that three stations occupy
the whole of the river frontage for a dis-
tance of 100 smiles. That may not be in-
correct.

Mr. Munsie: You know it is not in-
correct.

Mr. BUTCHER:; I say it is not in.
correct.. He gives as a reason that the
stock in Western Australia is not as high
on the average as it is in the other parts
o Australia. If we go back to the history
of these stations say for the last ten years,
I think it will be interesting to the House.
Take the Minderoo station for instance.
A few years ago we had 46,000 to 48,000
sheep. In the severe drought which we
have only just succeeded in pulling through
the stock was reduced to something like
12,000 sheep ;hence the reason for not
having the necessary number of white
men which the hon. member would have
liked to have seen on that particular station.
It is not always the case that one sees all
the employees about the home station.
They are engaged in various parts of the
run, and, as was the case with the hon.
member, a visitor does not see them.
I know that they were there, because I
saw most of thorn a few days after his visit.
The Globe Hill is the next station ho men-
tioned- That station was owned some
few years ago by Mr. George McRae, who
sold it to Mr. Thomas DePledge for a
certain sum of money. At the time there
were 25,000 sheep on the station. In the
following year, unfortunately, the new
owner had a heavy flood, and lost over
half of his sheep. A couple of years after
that, before that gentleman had time to
stock up again from his other station,
Globe Hill was visited by the drought
which we have only just succeeded in
pulling through. On this other station
he lost something like 25,000 sheep. That
is why the Globe Hill station has not been
stocked. Everyone knows how impossible
it is to buy sheep in any other part of the
country for the purpose of re-stocking
after the losses due to the drought.

Mr. Mtinsie: How many white men
were there on it at the time I visited the
station ?

Mr. BUTCHER: I am not aware that
there were any white men on it, or even
any stock at that time.

Mr. Munse: Then that statement is
correct.

Mr. BUTCHER: I believe there were one
or two people looking after the build.
ings. The hon. member would have the
House believe that the river country was
the only country available for pastoral
purposes, and that the fact that it was in
the hands of three people meant that this
had stopped settlement in every other part
of that district. For hundreds of miles
north and south of the river it is, however.
thickly populated with pastoralists. The
whole country is occupied and stocked,
more or less, for hundreds of miles on either
side of the river. There is no foundation
whatever for the hon. member's argument.
He would lead the House to believe that it
would he possible to cut this country up
for closer settlement.

Mr. Munsie : Not for closer settlement.
Mir. BUTCHER: I would like to know

what sort of closer settlement he would
advocate. Would he advocate the growing
of sugar or beetroot or cane?

Mr. Munsie: Would it be capable of
carrying on the pastoral industry?

Mr. BUTCHER: In order to do that it
is necessary to get water.

Mr. Munsie: There is plenty of that.
Mr. BUTCHER: The water is not ob-

tainable for a distance of many miles from
the river frontage, because it is too salt
to use until one goes some distance away
into the back country. The member for
North-East Fremantle (Hon. W. C. Angwin)
also advocated closer settlement on a lot
of the pastoral leases of the State. My
experience of the history of the pastoral
industry in Western Australia dates back
a few years. I was one of those who took
part in the early settlement of the northern
country. I know what I am speaking of
when I say that there is not more than one
or two o'- the original settlers who started
in a small way who are there to-day Every-
one of them hei gone out one after the other
until the country has been occupied by a
number of people holding an area which is
not sufficient for them to make a living
upon. That is the history of the small
holders so far as the pastoral rursuits are
concerned. I only know one single in-
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stance in which the small holder has suc-
ceeded, and he worked his station in other
ways.

Mr. Muiei- He did not get far away
from the water.

Mr Underwood: What do you call a
small holding ? What area should a small
settler take up?

Air. BUTCHER: This man had about
100,000 acres.

Mr, Underwood:. What constitutes a
small settler ?

Mir. BUTCHER: I should think about
100,000 acres would be sufficient.

Mr. Underwood -Say a quarter of a
million acres.

Mr. BUTCHER: In some cases he could
live on that, but only under favourable
circumstances.

Mir. Underwood: Would a quarter of a
million acres do for a small holder ?

Mr. BUTCHER: In some districts a
quarter of a million acres would be a very
suitable area indeed, but in other places a
million acres would not carry the same
number of stock. I think that the hard
and fast rule of dividing the country up
into certain areas is absurd. The country
is so patchy and varied in quality that it
would be impossible to make a hard and fast
rule in this respect. When the classification
is undertaken by the Government every
lease should be dealt with on its mnerits.

Hon. W. D. Johnson : It should be.
Mr. BUTCHER: Some hon. members

complain that they have not had time to
deal with the Bill.

Mr. Munsie: Neither have we.
Mr. BUTCHER:; Of course they have

not. They never will have time to deal
with it. Tf it were postponed for a month
they 'would still have the same cry. They
know that they have all the information
that is necessary for them to deal with the
Bill.

Mr. 'Underwood: Where is the infornma-
tion ?

Mr. BUTCHER: They did not deal with
it before for very obvious reasons.

Mr. Underwood: Owing to thewar.
Mir. BUTCHER:- The war had something

to do with it, possibly. The present Govern-
ment, however, have taken this in hand
and are dealing with it, and I am pleased
that they are. I hope th . House will
assist them in carrying it into law. I hope,

too, that the House will give me credit for
dealing with this matter beyond my own
interests altogether. I am' only actuated
by a desire to see the country settled. Hon.
members who interject are too prone to
judge people from their own standpoint,
and from their own ideas, and cannot go
beyond that.

Mr, Munsie: You have not disproved
any of my statements.

Air. BUTCHER: In dealing with the
pastoral areas we have to divide themn
as it were, into four zones. We have
our pastoral leases, and few there are
in Western Australia which are fully
developed. So far as they axre concerned the
owners are not so very particular whether
this Bill is passed or not. It makes very
little difference to them and they arte
very apathetic about the whole business.

Mir. Underwood: That is correct. Why
the hurry ?

Mr. BUTCHER: I want to deal with
this question from a national standpoint.
We want to have this country developed,
and to get some little additional benefit from
the rents which the pastoralists are willing
to pay and should pay. It is only a fair
thing, however, to give them a quid pro
quo mn the way of an extension of their
leases. It is within their rights to say
that they will not come in under the Act.
They could be allowed to go on, and would
know that at the end of their leases we
would he bound to do something with them
and renew themr again, and that they are
safe to get the value of the improvements
they have placed upon them. I know that
there cannot be more thain twenty, if that
number, of the leases in question that are
at the present time fully developed. I do
not believe there are twenty in the whole
of Western Australia. This represents a
very small portion of the area with which
we have to deal. In the second ease we
have these pastoral leases which are partly
developed and only partly stocked. In
these cases we are going to give them a
very great benefit. No financial institution
will advance any money for the purpose
of stocking or improving these leases.

Mr. Underwood: Absolute rubbish!
I could get you money for Boolathana to-
morrow.

Mr. BUTCHER: The hion. member
is incorrect when he questions my state-
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ment. The financial institutions are not
prepared to-day to make any advance for
the further development or the further
stocking of pastoral leases without any
further security of tenure.

lMr. Underwood: Absolute nonsense!
Mr. BUTCHER: I have been through

the experience myself. I am, interested
very considerably in the banking business.
For the reasons I have stated, it is due to
the House to give the security of tenure
necessary and give these people an oppor-
tunity of going on with the development of
their leases and re-stocking, which must
be of advantage to the country as well as
to themselves. Then we come to pastoral
leases which are not stocked at all, not
improved in the slightest degree. There,
again, the same argument applies. For
some years no attempt has been made
to improve the lases. The member for
Pilbara (Mir. Underwood) a little while ago
enlightened us by stating that more leases
had been taken up during the last 12 months
than in previous years. He said this
showed conclusively it was not for the lack
of security of tenure that the industry
was, not progressing ;he said it proved
rather the contrary. May I be permitted
to inform the hon. member that the rush
for new pastoral leases camne about in an-
ticipation of the leases being extended.
That fact goes to prov e that as soon as this
Bill hasi been passed there will be another
rush for pastoral leases and the develop-
ment of the industry will continue as it
should. Again, there are large areas of
pastoral land not taken up at all, un-
occupied. Are we going to allow those
large areas to remain inactive and allow
the industry to remain dormant, as it
were, or languish for thle want of some-
thing to move it along ? The only means
is extension of leases. Some hon. members
may be inclined to say that there is no
pastoral land available for settlement in
Western Australia. Let me give some
figures. Above the latitude of Geraldton
we have 458 million acres of pastoral lands
available. Of that area 132 million acres
have been leased. This leaves 326 million
acres of land not occupied and not leased
at the present time. Shall we allow such
large areas to remain unsettled or shall we
do something to bring about their settle-
ment?7 Take only the half of that area as

capable of carrying stock. That gives 163
million acres available for pastoral pur-
poses. Allowing 20 acres for each sheep,
which is a low rate, gives eight million or
nine million sheep additional to the numbers
Western Australia already has. With the
increased development of leases already
held and the development of country at
present unoccupied, I ami satisfied that in
a few years we could bring the number of
sheep in Western Australia up to 20 millions,
with an equal number of large stock. Does
any hon. member contend that the pastoral
industry of Australia is one which is not
worth worrying about ? Judging by the
speeches made by our friends on the opposite
side, one would almost be forced to the
conclusion that Parliament can afford to
put off this question for an indefinite period.
I contend the pastoral industry is the one
industry in Australia which requires foster -
ing, and that every endeavour should be
made to improve it and its allied industries.
The export of live stock alone amounts to
a value of £412,000 per annm. The
export of the by-products of kindred in-
dustries amounts to about £100,000 per
annum. Then there is the frozen mutton
and frozen lamb trade, equal to £2,413,000
annually. Frozen beef is exported to the
value of £4,989,000 per annum. These
figures; give a total value of about £4,400,000
annually representing the export of meat
from Australia. By-products from allied
industries amount to about £6,234,000
annually. Tallow, and wool, scoured and-
greasy and tops, amount to 22 millions odd
annually. Thus the total value of the
pastoral industry amounts to 38 or 3
millions sterling per annum. I do not
think bon. members can be sincere if they
advocate the holding over of the question
of leases for an indefinite period or until
after another general election. The matter
should be dealt with, and dealt with im-
mediately. Another point, and a very
important one indeed, seems to have boon
missed, intentionally or otherwise, by
previous speakers-the amount of revenue
which will be derived from the alteration
of the present system of leasehold.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: The State may get
that additional revenue, or may not get it.

Mr. BUTCHER: I feel perfectly assured
that there will be an additional £100,000
from pastoral lands alone if the matter is
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dealt with immediately. Th pastoralists
will immediately take advantage of the
measure, if passed, to obtain extension of
their leases. It is understood that as soon
as their leases are converted their rents are
to be doubled. The double rate will obtain
for only a short period pending classification
of the land. Hon. members will agree that
it is absolutely necessary to classify the
pastoral lands of Western Australia. Until
the classification has been effected, the
pastoralists will be agreeable to pay
double rents. When the'lands. have been
Classified, a great dleal of the land will
probably be increased beyond the double
rent, while some w'ill be reduced below that
figure. I take it that the amount overpaid
Will he refunded, and that any higher rents
imposed after inspection and reclassification
will be made retrospective when leases are
brought under the new law. Every single
interest which the State possesses to-day in
the pastoral areas will be maintained.
I have heard hon. members ask whether
these lands are going to be locked up for
an indefinite period. To argue from that
standpoint is absurd. Everyone knows
that a pastoral lease is the worst security
-one can have from that point of view. The
-Government have the right to resume for
marly purposes.

Hon. W. V). Johnson:. For what purposes
are the Government likely to resume ?

Ai1r. BUTCHER : For closer settlement,
for tropical argiculture--

Mr. Underwood: For timber areas,
perhaps.

Mr. BUTCHER: If such resumption is
not likely, it is clear evidence that the
land is suitable only for the purpose to
which it is now applied, At all events, are
not the holders of the country, who have
been there for 30 or 40 years and have
incurred enormous expenditure, entitled to
som-e consideration ? Would hon. members
opposite take his country from a pioneer
for the purpose of giving it to someone
else ? No people in the world would coun-
tenance such an action.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: On the one hand,
we do not wish to take such action against
pastoralists, but, on the other hand, we
do not want to sacrifice the assets of the
State.

Mr BUTCHER : The assets of the State
are well conserved in this Bill. I would

not take part in an attempt to sacrifice the
assets of the State.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: To show that the
Government have not digested their own
Bill, they are starting to amend it already,
before the second reading.

Mr BUTCHER : I admit that the Bill
seems somewhat crude, but there is plenty
of knowledge in this House which could
be brought to bear to make the measure ai
good and workable Act, fair and equitable
both to the State and to those engaged in
the industry. I amn quite satisfied that
the assistance of the member for Guildford
(Hon. W. D. Johnson) will be forthcoming
towards that end. The Bill needs many
alterations ;I myself shall have plenty to
move, many of them for the purpose of
conserving the interests of the State. One
phase of this question which has not been
dealt with by hon. members-and I am
sorry the member for Filbara did not deal
with it as he has evidently some knowledge
of that part of the country-is the lMmber-
ley, which requires special attention. It
must be remembered that some of the best
pastoral country in Western Australia is
to be found in Kimberley and is rented
to- day at 5s. per thousand acres. There is an
anomaly when one finds that in other parts
of the Kiraberley worse country is rented at
10s. per thousand acres. The rent of the
latter is to be made £1. Even doubling the
5s. per thousand acres charge for the good
Kimberley country to which I have re-
ferred, and making it l0s. would be absurd.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: Do you think
we can deal with a problem of that descrip-
tion in 24 hours 7

Mr. BUTCHER: There is no need to
fix 24 hours as the period for dealing with
it. Let us take a week over it. In the
Kimberley area there are 34jr million acres
of pastoral land. Some of it is utterly
useless, and some of it is particularly good.
We must provide legislation which will
make the whole thing fair to the Kimberley
settlers. I amn satisfied that there is no
owner of pastoral land in the Imberley
country who would not willingly agree to
pay double the present rents. There are
great difficulties to be contended with
in the pastoral industry, though many people
run away with the idea that once a person
starts with a pastoral lease his fortune is
made. It requires many years of hard work
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and a great deal of capital to make a pas-
toral holding a success. I know of leases
on which £50,000 has been spent in solid
improvements, to say nothing of stock.
Those leases comprise areas of 400,000 and
500,000 and 600,000 acres, thus being
within the limit fixed by the Bill. They
have been occupied for a period of perhaps
20 or 25 years. That is one point. On
the other hand hon. members do not know
the difficulties to be contended with. There
a-re especially the difficulties as regards
.marketing, which T hope will receive con-
sideration under the classification scheme.
Let mne give the House a list of losses which
has come under my notice recently. These
are losses which have occurred during the
last few years by reason of the drought.
One station I know had 66,000 sheep
when the drought commenced. After it
was over, there were 25,000 sheep, including
the three years increase. Another neigh-
bouring station had 46,000 sheep before
the drought. This number was reduced
to 10,000, and the three-years increase was
also lost. Yet another station had 110,000
sheep, which number in the three-years
drought was reduced to 28,000, inclusive of
the three-years; natural increase. Another
had 26,000 sheep which were on it and that
number was reduced to 5,000. Another
had 8,000 sheep and that number was re-
duced to nothing. Every single hoof that
that m-an owned died from the drought
and he had to send a native on foot to a
neighibouring station to borrow a horse and
trap to take himself, his wife and three
children off the station. After 10 years
solid work that mant wall-ed off the station
with his wife and three children. That was
all the stock he had left, and a banking
institution would not advance anything
against that kind of stock. That is the
position, and lots of hon. members think
that a man's fortune is mnade immediately
he starts out on a pastoral area. That, too,
is the reason why the station to which the
member for Hannans referred was not
stocked, while in another case the stock
was reduced from 46,000 to 16,000. I
am going to support the Bili before the House
and to vote against the amendment, Which
I sincerely hope, in the interests of the
country and the pastoral industry, will not
be carried.

Mr. NAIRN (Swan) [10-331.- 1 realise
fully that this is more a, Committee Bill
than a Bill for consideration at any other
stage. It is incredible to me why the
Bill should apparently have raised such
a threatening and vicious opposition from
the other side of the House. The member
for Leonora made the most serious threat
which, if it is put into effect, will
reduce the position to a physical test
as to who is going to be stronger in the
matter. It seems to me that there are
two vital principles in this Bill on which
there can be expressed a good deal of
opinion, and divided opinion at that. I
refer to the matter of the non-alienation
of lands versus freehold. I have no
intention to-night, and I do not know that
any useful purpose would he served, of
venturing into this question which is so
academic. One point was lost sight of
by the member for Menzies. There is no
reason why it should not be mentioned
and it is that, whatever may be the dis-
abilities or the disadvantages from a sen-
timental point of view in the State losing
possession of its land, some sentimental
objection is always felt by the individual
in not possessing a title to his land. I
am prepared to believe that, so far as
security is concerned, hie has ample security
with one condition or the other, and so far
as the purposes of the State are concerned,
and what is commonly known as unearned
increment, there is an equal opportunity
of getting revenue from either source.
The only difference is that in erie case,
the revenue carries rent, whereas in the
other it is known as taxation- It is a
distinction without a difference. The
member for Fremantle affirmed my be-
lief when hie stated that at the present
time there was no land tax on non-
alienated holdings. In other words,. they
were free from land taxation. Again,
in other words, the State is undoubtedly
losing that revenue which would be earned
if they were freehold properties. It would
be inconsistent to give leasehold tenure
with the right of revision of valuation
or re-assessment and at the same time
impose a tax corresponding with that
on the land already alienated.

Mr. E. B. Johnston: I can assure the
hon. member that land tax is charged.
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Mr. NAIRIN: I have no intention of
following that up because, as I said, it is
an academnic, question. Another phase,
which tomre is of more importance, is rhe
attitude which lion, members intend to
take up towards pastoral leases. We all
realise in theo State that we have an
expansive territory, probably unequalled
in any part of the known world, waiting
to be developed, and we all realise that'
at the present juncture at least the only
chance of developing that country is by
developing the pastoral resources. -What-
ever the future may have in store in re-
gard to other industries, whatever other
industries may be established in the far
North in the future, I do not think any
of us believe that other industries will be
established in this generation. But for
the next 25 years at Jeast one is perfectly
safe in concluding that the chief industry
will be pastoral ;consequently' tisr terri-
tory of hundreds of miles of acres is one
which we must preserve in the interests of
the people, at the same time having due
regard to the possibility of its develop-
mnent. I am prepared to support the
clauseis dealing with the pastoral industry,
in the first instance because I realise that
we muat give security of tenure. By
way of interjection T tried to elicit from
the member for North-East Fremantle his
opinion as to what should be the time
when we should approach this matter,
before the termination of the existing
leases. He did not reply to that inter-
jection.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: He stated ii in
his amendment that the Bill be read this
day six monthis.

Mr. NAJRN:- He offered thle opinion,
with which I agree, that the time has
come to discuss and probe the matter,
and establish ioe basis upon which the
pastoral industry must exist for the next
20 or 30 years. Now the only point is
what are the best means for doing that.
I say emphatically that one of the first
and essential conditions, and I am pre-
pared to aksist any hon. member in this
House who is prepared to move in that
direction, is to secure beyond any possi-
bility of doubt, and not only to secure
but to protect the pastoral industry,
against the intrusion of combines whether
they are inside or outside oft Australia.

I say most emphatically that now is the
time to do it, not to leave it for two months
or two years hence.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: You can do it
under the Land Act to-day.

Mr. 'NAIRN: Why go to the Land Act
when we have the opposition now ? Why
all this unreasonable opposition, which,
instead of doing good, will do great harm,
because we may be compelled to force
previsions into this Bill which in our
calmer moments we would not listen to.
I am fully prepared to see that the intests
of the industry are protected against any
possible combine, I do not care whether it
be Australian or American. We have no
sympathy for combines in this State.

Air. Green:- Vestey has every property
but three in East K1ixnberley.

Mr. NAIRN: We can deal with those
properties if the provisions of the Bill are
accepted. NVestey will then come under
them.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: You will not be
able to deny him what you are going to
give to others,

Mr. NAIRN - I understand that all
these leases will fall in in 12 years time.

Hon, W. D. Johnson: But every man
wiUl have the right to come under the pro-
visions of the Bill.

MrT. NAIRN: 'Under the provisions of
the Bill we will provide for such eases.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: You cananot do
tricks like that,

Mr. NAIRN: Why use such an expres-
sion? I want to do what is obviously right.

Mr. Thonmson: He is a trickster himself.
Mr. DEPUTY SPEiAKER: Order! The

heon. member must withdraw that remark.
Mr. Thomson: I withdraw.
Mr. NAIRN: It is not a question of

tricks at all.
Hen. W. D. Johnson: Has the hion. mem-

ber read the amendment on the Notice
Paper?

Mr. NAITiN: I have read everything
connected with the Bill. I am prepared to
believe that if the bon. member for Guild-
ford is desirous of protecting the interests
of this community against Vestey Bros.,
or any other such people, he will move some
amendment to deal with the matter. if
he dtoes I will give him my support. There
is another aspect We Should not lose sight
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of and it is the matter of allowing new
leaseholders, after having been granted this
magnificent security of tenure, to go abroad
and make sales of the leases without the
people who have given them this security
gettin at least some fair proportion of
the enhanced value. I think that is only
a reasonable proposit ion, because if we give
an individual a lease for his legitimate
use, in order that he mnay develop
an industry, we ought to see that he
sullers no hardship. It is, however,
the bounden duty of the House to
conceive some plan by' which the individual
shall not go abroad and traffic his security.
I attach more importance to that matter
than I do to almost any other aspect of the
Bill. We must set ourselves against any
possibility of trafficking ia the leases. If
I understand the sentiment of the State,
these leases are given in good faith, in
order that the industry may be established
on a sound footing. I have no more to say
because those three aspects of the Bill to
which I have referred appeal to me more
than any other, and I ask that members
opposite will not force this matter to a bitter
party contest.

Mr. Underwood: It is not a party con-
test at all. The Bill as it stands is no
good.

Mr. NAIRN: WYe will make it good.
Mr. Unaderwood: We have not the time

to do that.
Mr. NAIRN: I hope that the House

will approach the Bill in a good spirit and
I believe that it will be finalised in such a
manner that it will do justice to the im-
portant pastoral industry and at the same
time preserve the interests of the State.

Ron. W* I ). 30O-NSON (Guildford
-n aumendment) (10.45]: 1 do not feel

physically fit to deal with an import-
ant question of this description. It is
not fair for the Government to bring
an important measure like this in at
the tail end of the session and it is uinfair
to force a second reading through when we
have a tired House such as we have to-
night. We are dealing with a huge area
of country and with ani industry which is
one of the very principal industries of
the State. Look at the empty benches.

They demonstrate that members are too
tired to-night to deal with this important
question in a manner that the electors of?
Western Australia are justified in expect-
ing us to deal with it. We have heard
criticisms in the past in connection with the
method of the settlement of our pastoral
areas. It has always been referred to that
we have given them an extension until 192S.
Those members who were in the Chamber
at the time will remember that when all the
leases wvere fixed up to expire then it was
(lone deliberately in order to give Parlia-
,nent. before 1928 arrived an opportunity
of dealing with this big industry and this
huge territory in a comprehensive and
broad manner. Can we deal wvith it in the
manner that the Government propose to deal
with this Bill to-night 9

Mr. Underwood: One dlay at thie fag end
of the session.

Hon. W. D. JOHNSON: I got home at
5 o'clock this morning. An appointment
in town gave me twvo hours' rest, and the
night before I was travelling in the train
with a broken journey and had no rest at
all. Here at midnight the Government
ask members to deal with an industry of
this description. It is unfair apart from
the tact that even if the House was not
tired out from the work it has been doing
of late, the tail end of the session is not the
time to deal with a question of this import-
ant nature. Apart too from the fact that
members have not had time to digest the
Bill or to go comprehiencively into this in'-
portant question and to fix up the question
of the extension of settlement in our pas-
toral industry, the Government themselves
have not had time to give proper consid-
crat ion to this measure.

Mr. Underwood: The Bill proves it.

Hon. W. D). JOHNSON: Furthermore,
before the second reading is discussed and
before members have dealt with the Bill we
have on the Notice Paper amendments in-
troduced which totallyv alter the Bill in re-
gard to certain most important features of
it.

The Minister for Lands: They do not
alter it.

Hlon. W. D. JOHNSON: I went care-
fully through the Bill to-day and dealt with
it as it was introduced. Some of the
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amendments and some of the suggestions
I proposed to make are now rendered inop-
eratlive by these amendments, I1 am sur-
prised at the -Minister attempting to eon-
V'ey the idea that these amendments on the
Notice Paper are not a drastic alteration
of the Bill.

The Minister for Lands: It is not a dras-
tic alteration. There is only one subsection
involved.

Hon. WV. D. JOHNSON: There are five
or six paragraphs taking uip eight or 10
inches on the Notice Paper.

The Minister for Lands: Instead of four
other paragraphs.

Hon. W. fl. JOHNSON: The Minister
-Only p~roves what I said. He is taking out
eight or 10 inches from the Bill, the most.
imiportant. part of the Bill, and is introdue-
ig- 10 inches or so of some other matter,

and yet contends that this is not a drastic
alteration,

The Minister for Lands: It is niot a dras-
tic alteration.

Mr. E. B. Johnston: The hon. gen-
tiemian went to the other extreme and
would not alter his Bills.

Hon. W. D. JOHNSON\L: Before Bills
were introduced into this Chamber by tho
previous Government we took care that
Cabinet had given them careful considera-
tion,. and where they were dealing with im-
piortant principles they consulted their
part 'y before introducing them, so that
Whien the Bill was introduced it wvas as the
majority of the Chamber and of the party
kneeling desired. When a Bill was intro-
duced, and was the Government's Bill there
was no necessity to make any alteration to
it.

The Attorney General: Or discuss any.
Hon. '%V, D. JOHNSON: We never in-

tended that any Government should limit
the discussion on a Bill. They could frame
their Bill and by a majority pass it, but
could not limit discussion in regard to it. I
do not propose to take up the time of the
Chamber to-night for the hour will not per-
mit of that. I do not want hon. members
to miss the last train to-night and I cannot
stand another late nighbt. Therefore, I am
going to he very brief in my nmarks. So
fagr as the p)astoral leases are coneerned, I

do not want this side of the House to be
misrepresented or to be misunderstood my-
self. Everyone on this side of the Chamber
recognises that we must deal with the ques-
tion of renewing pastoral leases very shortly.
We say that another month or two cannot
make any particular difference. But we do
say it is time that Parliament or the Gov-
ernment approached the question with the
view to outlining to the lessees the fact that
their leases will he reviewed. The member
for Roehourne (Mr. Butcher) said tlint the
previous Government %vent into the question
of these leases but did not go very far with
it. The matter was certainly discussed, As
'Minister for Lands I discussed it on various
occasions -with the member for Pilbara (Mr.
Underwooid) wvlo has some knowledge of
the question and represents a fair section of
the pastoral industry. It was generally con-
sidered that we couild not deal with the ques-
tion during the time of the war and that it
was too big a question to deal with when
we could not get the minds of hon. members
and of the people concentrated upon it. The
public mind had been disarranged and on a
big question of this kind one cannot get
members to devote the attention to it whilst
their minds are overshadowed by the war.

Mr. Uinderwood: The finances would not
permit of the necessary pirovision of sur-
veyors.

Hon. WV. D. JOHNSON: That is so. We
could not provide the money necessary to
appoint surveyors to carry out the reclassi-
fication in the manner desired. I support the
amendment. We are not moving the amend-
ment with a view to killing the Bill. If the
Government are not prepared to leave the
matter until after the general elpetions, and
we will have an election within six months,
they should he prepared to allow the Bill to
remain as8 it is until next session, when all
sections of the community will have an op-
portunity of digesting it and realising what
is intended. If the Government are not pre-
pared to do that one has to deal with the
Bill as one finds it. The Minister for Indus-
tries is incorrect when he says thant the clauses
are clear and that the Bill conveys exactly
what is intended. The clauses are not clear.
They are very much involved and one has to
read thorn over and over again in order to
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arrive at their meaning. 1 even found that
some hon. members differed as to what was
intended by the interpretation which 1 my-
self had put upon certain clauses. The Bill
needs to be read carefully before one cn
arrive at what is intended, and then one
cannot be too sure that one is even then cor-
rect. The member for Roebourne states that
the main reason why the Bill is introduced
is that it will increase the revenue. He says
that £100,000 will be brought in. There is
nothing in the Bill to indicate that. I am of
opinion that we cannot by this Bill inter-
fere with the existing lessees. I do not
think that the Bill has the right where a
lease is in existence and guaranteed to 1928
to say in 1017 to the lessee, "You have to
alter that lease and if von do-not someone
else will get the extension to 1048." I claim
that this cannot be done and I propose to
consult the Crown Solicitor in regard to it.
I do not think thne Bill can be drafted on
these lines. They have the lease and they have
the lease instrument giving them the lease of
the land until 1928. We say in 1917, "You
have to alter that lease or hand over the
lease for us to alter it," altering the rent
and everything else, and that if the lessees
dto not do that within the given time they
will not get the advantages contained in the
Bill.

The Attorneyv General: It is conditional
whether the lessee takes it or not.

Hon. NN. D. JIOHNSON: Suppose the
lease runs on to 1028 we cannot refuse to
extend it to 1948. We cannot take it away
and give it to someone else. We cannot
say, ''You come under the Bill to-day or
you do not come under it at all,'' and yet
that is "'hat is proposed in the Bill. it
does not say so in so many words, but
the member for Roebourne says that wve will
get £100.000 more revenue, because the par-
ticular clause say' s that they must make
application within six months. If they do
not make thin application, howvever. we do
not get the £100,000 and we cannot force
them to make an application. The member
for Roebourne has a well improved pro-
peCrty, and I congratulate him on the energy
and the application hie Inns displayed in re-
gard to lhis improvements on his pastoral

leases. He deserves all he has got. Owing
howvever, to the improvements on his land
we can say to the owner of this station,
''You must come in under this and the
moment you do so you pay double rent."
Because of the improvements on the pro-
perty he could pay this double rent. The
double rent may not continue but for the
time being hie would have to pay it. There
tire hundreds of pastoralists, however, who
could not pay' this double rate. We cannot
say- to them, ''You have to come under this
and pay double rent and if you cannot do
that in 1928 we will give 'your lease to
some',ne else.'' We cannot do that sort
of thing. So far as additional revenue is
concerned, the Government cannot calcu-
late on receiving it because, in my opinion.
there will be a big section of the pastoral
industr y who will not elect to come uinder
it at once for the one purpose, and one
purpose only, of increasing the revenue for
the Government. There is another point.
The Bill states that the area shall be limited
to one million acres. There are many men
who -have more than one million acres and
how are we to reduce their area? There are
many stations which have been deliberately
survey' ed along the river frontages and
there is no depth of country there at all.
Are we- zoingr to allowv them to cut a little
off the back of their stations and still re-
taini the river frontages? If they do that
it is unfair to other people. The river
frontages are monopolising the water to
the detriment of the back country and this
systent should not be perpetuated. Under
the Bill we sayv that the area must be re-
duced, but the lessee can decide how it is
to be reduced. The clause is unfair to the
State because we are not going to protect
the State ag' ainst continuing'2 something
which has been absolutely wrong for
years, and which gives one station more
water than is required there and prevents
others from being'L developed. because of the
want of water which is wasted by those
who control the river frontages. I am only
dealing with these two points, but I propose
to follow the matter np in Committee. I ap-
peal to hon. members to realise that this
is a most important question, dealing with
millions of acres of some of the finest pas-
toral country in Australia, a question with
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which the public mind has been occupied
for many years. Every time the question
has been raised previously it has been said
that just before 1928 it wvould be possible
to put matters right. Instead of approach-
ing it at the beginning of a session when
members are fresh, we have this important
question brought before a tired Blouse which
is asked, at the end of a session to deal
with a question of this description. I say
that that is wrong, and that the public
would not be a party to it if they under-
stood the position. The Government hay-
ing now launched its policy, I shall support
the amendment and I think it should be
supp)orted by members, in order that Par-
liamtent may have an opportunity of deal-
ing with this matter during next session.

Amendment (six months) put and a di-
vision taken with the followving result:-

Ayes
Noes

Majority against

Mr.
M r.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

AYES.
Angwln
Chessorn
Foley
Green
W. D. Johnson
Lnmbet

NOES.

Butcher
Connolly
Cunningham
George
Griffiths
Harrison
Hickrnott
N. 13. Johnston

Mr
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

12
16

4

!.ullany
Mu .. n
Scaddan
Th..a
Underwood
O'Ioghien

(Teller.)

Let roy
M!tchell
Robinson
S. Stubbs
Veryard
Wansbrougb
F. Wilson
Thomson

(Tell"r.)

Amendment thus negatived.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

House adjourned at 11.6 p.m.
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The PREVSIDENT took the Chair at 4.30
p.m., and read] prayers.

SITTING DAY, ADDITIONAL.

The COLONIA.L SECRETARY (Hon.
H. P. Colehatch-East) [4.35]: I mov--

That for the remainder of the sessi .On
the Council do meet for the des patch of
business at 3 o'clock: in the afternoon on
all sitting days, and that commencing with
Friday, the 16th inst., the Council do sit
on Fridays in addition to the days al-
ready ordered.

The purpose of this motion is
erment desire if possible to
session to-morrow.

that the Gov-
complete the

Question put and passed.

BILL- AGRICULTURAL HANIK ACT
AMENDMENT.

Report of Committee adopted.
Bill read at third time and passed.

BILL-INDUSTRIES ASSISTANCE
ACT AMENDMENT.

Report of Committee adopted.
Bill read a third time and passed.

HILL-RACING RESTRICTION.

Second Reading.
The COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.

H. P. Colebatch-East) [4.40] in moving
the second reading said: This short Bill
will commined itself to all sections of politi-
cal opinion, and is I think in conformity
with the desires of the general public. Apart


